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As I set out in the Summer of 2019 to research, write, and
report on 90 post-Bible church heroes, I was determined
to make the saints of old and present “appealing” to
young people on social media. The Summer of Saints, as
we called it, did something in me probably more so than
my audience. Several things happened. Tears, new-found
sobriety, conviction, amazement, inspiration, and so much
more. It was as if I saw, through the lives of these people,
not only their unbelievable Christian example, but the
desperate and profound lack in today’s church as well. “If
the lives of these saints are the standard or the goal, then
God help us,” I would often say. I believe the 90 pictures
and bios of saints posted over the course of 90 days
during that Summer was a God-given mission.
These people can’t become shadows to us. Their devotion
to and dependence on Christ must be a lesson to the
church in this season and the next. Their biographies must
be more precious to us than our favorite Netflix series or
fiction novel trilogy. I’m honored to become the scribe for
the people who, like the heroes in Hebrews 11, conquered
kingdoms, administered justice, gained what was
promised, shut the mouths of lions, quenched the fury of
the flames, escaped the edge of the sword, etc. It’s of the
highest importance to learn their paths, and seriously ask
ourselves the question: do I love my own life not unto
death?

There were several similarities across the board as I
read and wrote on these 90. It might surprise you to
know, even as what’s referred to as the “prosperity
gospel” sounds loud and clear today, that very few
were wealthy. It may surprise you, too, that few were
born into affluence and nobility. Many had limited
education, and most, at least for a time, weren’t
what I would classify “popular” or well-liked. Two
things, though, stand out that each of these 90 saints
possessed. These weren’t material possessions - they
were cries of their heart and agreements they made
with their God.
1. Here I am, Lord – use me
2. Whatever the cost
Whether it was documented in letter or journal,
implied in other writings, or simply evident by their
way of life, these BIG TWO were, without aberration,
foundational to these 90. Common among them, too,
is that they WERE all used mightily, and they DID all
pay the same great price: their lives. Whether it was
spent preaching to ruffians in the untamed wild, cut
short by fire or sword, or consumed by candlelit
nights at a writing desk, each and every one of
these saints dealt the ultimate sacrifice.
Here are their stories, in short. Read at your own risk.

JOHN WESLEY

ENGLISH REVIVALIST | 1703-1791

The Great Leonard Ravenhill described the impact
of John Wesley’s Methodist Revival as one that
“changed the character of the world.” It did that,
and it did so on such a scale that the world has
probably never seen. Wesley’s contribution to
Christianity as we know it (not just a single move of
God) has been nothing shy of immense. He was a
man wholly and consistently devoted to the effort
of the Gospel. His gaze was rarely if never
dislocated from view of Jesus, his prayer life
always primary, and his determination to
evangelize the lost never challenged.
He was a fiery revivalist, a hymnist, a healing
evangelist, a circuit rider, a founder of schools and
colleges, a debater, a cogent theologian, and a
skilled administrator. We honor Wesley and his
accomplishments today, but when he lived, he was
more likely to receive a death threat than a
congratulatory handshake. During a span of
itinerant preaching in England, he spoke some 600
times and he did so inside of a church building just
six of those times. This wasn’t so because he
preferred the open air, it was due to the everconvicting message he brought, too controversial
for church leaders and too challenging for the
carousers and reprobates of the British
countryside.

John and his brother Charles, once their
knowledge of the word of God met the
power of His Holy Spirit, traveled the
expanse of England by horseback,
preaching, discipling, planting, and
encouraging. Where his voice or his horse
fell short, his pen or his successors would
fill in. He did virtually everything in the
service of Christ, from casting out demons
to developing discipleship systems that
endure today.
Wesley’s meticulous journals show his
remarkable process, from a machine-like,
ineffective young missionary to America, to
the Spirit-endued man who subdued a
kingdom later in his life. This one man,
whose heart was strangely warmed by
God in 1738, who being completely
compelled by love, ushered a purifying,
cleansing move of God that swept across
Europe and America that would become
known as the 1st Great Awakening.

HUDSON TAYLOR

BRITISH MISSIONARY TO CHINA | 1832-1905
James Hudson Taylor, British apostle to China,
might be the most famed missionary of all
time, and for good reason. His China Inland
Mission (CIM) emerged in the late 1800’s as
the largest Protestant mission agency in the
world, with over 800 missionaries working at
over 300 stations, claiming dozens of
thousands of converts.
Taylor was a man with a big vision, and he
knew how to cast that vision, accumulate
support, and recruit able, evangelistic team
members that would continue the vision of
evangelizing China. His apostolic prowess,
knack for organization and structure, and his
perseverance in the often times hostile
Chinese inland, were only bested by his
burning heart for the Chinese people.
His honor for Chinese culture became a
missional mainstay, as Taylor and his teams
would dress in local attire, breaking the
longstanding missions mold of acculturation.
He justified this by echoing the apostle Paul…
“Let us in everything not sinful [become like the
Chinese], that by all means we may save
some.”

He authored “China’s Spiritual Need and
Claims” in 1865, rallying worldwide
compassion for the Chinese people and
inspiring other heroes in the faith like Moody,
Scofield, Carmichael, and even more
modern-day saints like Billy Graham & Jim
Eliot. Yet in all his organization and lobbying
for souls, he spent the lion’s share of his five
plus decades in the dirt of the Chinese
countryside, immersed and in love. He was so
good at discipling and sending that CIM
expanded even amidst China’s violent Boxer
Rebellion. He was quick to forgive when CIM
suffered dozens of casualties during the
uprising, and was adamant that no
reparations were necessary, aspiring to show
the Chinese the “meekness and gentleness of
Christ.”
It’s possible that no other missionary in history
was as successful as Taylor.
“If I had a thousand pounds China should have
it—if I had a thousand lives, China should
have them. No! Not China, but Christ. Can we
do too much for Him? Can we do enough for
such a precious Saviour?”

JOHN NEWTON

BRITISH ABOLITIONIST & HYMN WRITER | 1725-1807
The rumblings of abolition were brewing in
England and elsewhere even in the late 1700’s
like an ever-intensifying rolling thunder. Giants
of the faith, like John Newton, laid the
groundwork for the prevailing cause of
freedom and justice. Along with fellow
compatriot, William Wilberforce, few did more
at the turn of the 19th century to end the
English-induced slave trade than John
Newton, and, as if it were a byproduct of this
historic work, he created quite possibly the
most famous tune of any genre in the history of
the world, the instantly recognizable Christian
hymn, Amazing Grace.

With his life before his eyes, he recalled
Proverbs 1:24-28: “Because I have called and
you refused, I have stretched out my hand and
no one regarded, Because you disdained all
my counsel, And would have none of my
rebuke, I also will laugh at your calamity.” This
moment changed the trajectory of Newton’s
life, and it changed his heart too.

Upon becoming a minister and being
influenced by the likes of the Wesley’s and
Whitefield, he became increasingly dismayed
with the slave trade and eventually it bubbled
over. He wrote “Thoughts upon the African
Slave Trade” in 1787, which served as both a
Newton, if you contrasted his earlier years,
public arousal to the wrongs of the triangular
was an improbable champion for the cause of trade and a call to action for Brits to question
abolition. A frequent crewman aboard slave
its exploitation. The great economic
trade vessels for years, he needed an
conundrum of the age now became a moral
encounter with God to rattle his thinking and one. He would later ally with William
cleanse his heart. This came during a storm,
Wilberforce to see legislation through that
when the threat of death shook him.
would put the British slave trade to bed. Of
course, Newton was known for hymns as well.
Amazing Grace was obviously his most
famous, but he wrote others like “Glorious
Things of Thee Are Spoken,” and “How Sweet
the Name of Jesus Sounds.”

MOTHER TERESA

MACEDONIAN MISSIONARY TO INDIA | 1910-1997
One thing that sets Mother Teresa of Calcutta
apart was that she was incredibly slow to
speak, certainly to promote herself and what
she was doing, yet she and the ministry she
started (Missionaries of Charity) are held in
high regard today. It wasn’t the words that
attracted God’s presence, the media attention
that followed, or the Nobel Peace Prize or
Presidential Medal of Freedom, it was her
actions and the quiet humility she emanated. It
was simply love personified. Few Christian
ministers have been able to make love and
living the Christian life as simple as Teresa,
who undoubtedly saw Matthew 19:21 (Jesus
answered, "If you want to be perfect, go, sell
your possessions and give to the poor, and you
will have treasure in heaven. Then come,
follow me.") and resolved that Jesus meant
what he said.
She received a life call in 1946 to abandon
her teaching for the dirty alleys and diseaseinfested corners of Calcutta, India. Here she
would spend most of her remaining years
caring for the poor, destitute, sick, and
forgotten.

She was able to do this because of a rich
fellowship with God, and more specifically, a
prayer life that shook the gates of hell. On the
topic of prayer, she wrote this: “We want so
much to pray properly and then we fail. We
get discouraged and give up. If you want to
pray better, you must pray more. God allows
the failure but He does not want the
discouragement. He wants us to be more
childlike, more humble, more grateful in
prayer, to remember we all belong to the
mystical body of Christ, which is praying
always.”
Teresa’s humility was also a hallmark of a life
spent on the ways of God. She once
requested that letters she had written to a
friend and cleric soon be destroyed, fearing
that “people will think more of me – less of
Jesus.” Some have criticized and questioned
Teresa’s methods or motives, but it’s tough to
argue physically living and operating amidst
the poorest and sickest there is - can her
critics say the same?

JONAS KING

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO GREECE | 1792-1869
Jonas King, born in Hawley, Massachusetts,
was an American missionary to the Arab world
in the early and mid-1800’s. King is most
famous for his “Farewell Letters,” a compilation
of misgivings with the Roman Catholic church,
where he maintained the position of
Protestantism. Among this list of errors, King
pointed out issues familiar to the
Protestant/Catholic debate like the scriptural
basis for purgatory, the worship of images,
prayer to saints, and the Catholic Church’s
history of withholding the Bible and the
sacrament of Communion from lay people.
The impact of his “Farewell Letters,” which
were published in Arabic, was somewhat
localized yet powerful. It was popular among
Syrian missionaries and became something of
a manifesto for non-Catholic Christians vying
for the harvest fields of the Middle East. It had
one other byproduct though – the power and
apparently the piercing truth contained in the
document converted an Arabic scholar
familiar with King, named Asaad Shidiak.
Asaad’s journey, steadfastness, and eventual
martyrdom under a Maronite patriarch are
memorialized in Foxe’s Book of the Martyrs.

Faced with much prison time, unrelenting
inquisition, and harsh conditions and
malpractice, Asaad remained in the best of
spirits, eager to take a stand for what he
considered the true Gospel and a less
blemished doctrine. His retort of the Patriarch
justifying the worship of images days before
his death was astounding: “with regard to
worshipping such things as these, it is said
‘Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Him
only thou shalt serve,’ and as to those who
labored and shed their blood for the Savior,
they are above our honors, for they have gone
to inherit unspeakable joy in their master’s
presence.”
King, too, suffered persecution of a lighter
sort. His “Letters” offended Catholics and
other sects alike, which put him into
excommunication and prison for a time. He
died in Athens at 76.

DR. PETER PARKER

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO CHINA | 1804-1888
The notoriety of the name ‘Peter Parker’ should
not, primarily, come from Marvel Comics fame,
but from a man who served China in a very
non-traditional role in the mid 1800’s. Parker
was not exactly a skilled evangelist or
groundbreaking preacher, like his Chinese
missionary comrades Taylor and Goforth, but
he did use his God-given talents to bring
China certain gifts that would lend to her
welfare. Parker’s chief contribution was his
impartation of western medicinal techniques,
something that China hadn’t yet seen in its
history. Originally employed by a Presbyterian
mission-sending organization, the Yale-trained
physician arrived in the port of Canton in 1834
with the object of “circulating scriptures and
other religious books, tracts, and the direct
preaching of the Gospel.”

His quest was fulfilled, as he set up shop in an
old warehouse and began treating patients.
In his first 90 days, Parker saw and treated
925 patients and it only expanded from
there. He’s credited for establishing the first
ever hospital in China (Canton) and not only
that, tutoring Chinese students in the methods
and practices of western medicine. The
Medical Missionary Society in China was soon
birthed as Parker treated, trained, and
preached at his hospital.

Parker’s clear contribution to China earned
him a totally different call later in his life: as
American Diplomat to China. He advised
Presidents Van Buren, Tyler, Pierce, and
Buchanan in negotiations between the
countries regarding trade, greater access for
American missionaries to China, and a
Parker didn’t disobey this directive but his time coalition to prohibit the sale of opium.
in China took on a different light. Rather
Parker’s ongoing diplomatic work was
quickly, he recognized a great need for a
significant in maintaining peace, free trade,
medical practice that treated ailments of all and an open door to China for the Gospel.
types; later this became focused on the most
prevalent illness that he saw –
ophthalmological diseases, or diseases of the
eye.

IDA ROBINSON

AMERICAN HOLINESS PREACHER | 1891-1946
As Pentecostalism and pockets of revival
spread across America in the early 1900’s, the
question of women in ministry arose with mixed
opinions. Thankfully, pioneering women like
Aimee Semple McPherson and Ida Robinson,
blazed a path for women in the future to
minister with much less ire from the church.
What made Ida Robinson so unique, however,
as she gained notoriety in the 1910’s, is that not
only was she a woman who preached and
evangelized with much success, she was an
African American woman. Where Semple
McPherson couldn’t go, as regards breaking
barriers for women preachers, Robinson went,
and she forged ahead with boldness and
determination.

She began prayer meetings in Florida before
moving north to Philadelphia, where her
street-corner evangelism, and soon her
powerful pulpit presence, seized crowds and
ushered repentance. Before long, the Mount
Sinai Holiness Church of America was
established with Robinson as its leader.
Today, the denomination includes about 117
churches, contained mostly across the eastern
seaboard.

Robinson believed and preached in the 20’s
and 30’s that Christ and His righteousness was
absolutely critical, and that women, too, were
not only permitted but instructed to carry this
message to the lost. Her stand for equal rights
for women and ministry can’t be
Born in Georgia and raised in Pensacola,
underestimated in both church history and the
Florida, Robinson received a call from God as consideration of American culture.
a teen. Blessed with sound leadership instincts
and a bright mind, a seventeen-year-old
"If Mary could carry the Word of God in her
Robinson, after submitting to the Lord at a
womb, then I can carry the Word of God on
holiness meeting, received a directive from
my lips."
the Lord: “Come on out on Mount Sinai… I will
use you to loose the women.”

JEDEDIAH SMITH

AMERICAN PIONEER | 1799-1831
It wasn’t often that “saint” and “mountain man”
could be used interchangeably in the wild
frontier of 19th century America. The type of
prospect that this vocation attracted was
seldom a Bible-wielding square, yet Jed Smith
broke the mold. Smith often lamented in his
journal the desire for a church community,
being surrounded in the interim by the
roughest of crowds, most of whom were more
serious about profit, conquest, and adventure,
then faith in God. Yet the “praying trapper”
persisted and earned a reputation not only as
the most devout pioneer of the flock, but also
as one of the ablest and most accomplished
explorers and cartographers of the era.
By most accounts, Smith became the first
American to cross California, the first to cross
the Sierra Nevada’s, the first to traverse the
Oregon country from California, and was the
founder of the coveted South Pass of the
Rocky Mountains. He did all of this in his 20’s.

Not to be confused with his contemporary,
Hugh Glass, who experienced a similar
episode, (the movie “The Revenant,” blends
these two stories with Hollywood flare) Smith
was mauled, incapacitated, and without help
in hostile country.
His journal reflects a harrowing time when he
put all of his trust in God… and God provided
time and again. The badly injured young man,
who was converted to Christianity as a youth
in the fires of the 2nd Great Awakening,
maintained a posture of thanksgiving as he
crawled, limped, and staved away starvation
and frost bite in the chill of South Dakota’s
late Fall.
Jed Smith’s 32 short years were full of
unprecedented thrill, adventure, innovation,
and, of course, an unrelenting trust and
reverence for God.

“Then let us come forward in faith, nothing
But his narrow escape from the clutches of a
doubting, and He will most unquestionably
Grizzly stand as a testament to his deep faith. hear us.” - Jed Smith’s Journal

SAMUEL MORRIS

AFRICAN MISSIONARY TO AMERICA | 1872-1893
What can God do with a Liberian boy prince
imprisoned by a rivaling tribe, wasting away in
captivity? He can commission him to America
as a missionary! The amazing story of Samuel
Morris, formerly Prince Kaboo, begins with his
royal lineage. Set to succeed his father as the
Chief of the Kru tribe in Western Africa, Kaboo
was captured by a rivaling tribe and held for
ransom. A mere thread away from death due
to weeks of beatings and torture, young
Kaboo experienced a supernatural
deliverance akin to Peter’s deliverance from
prison in Acts 12. The rest is history.
As if being immediately healed of his wounds
and unshackled in an instant isn’t miraculous
enough, God allowed for safe passage
through the jungle for Kaboo, evading enemy
search parties, until he arrived at a farm run
by a missionary. Here he heard the Gospel
and fielded the call to missions in the U.S.A.
After converting near all of the crew aboard
the ship that transported him to NY harbor, he
met up with local missionary Stephen Merritt.

Kaboo, renamed Samuel Morris, picked up
the Word of God and the ministry of
reconciliation while at Merritt’s mission just
about as quickly as a person possibly can. As
he learned and grew in the principles of
scripture, powerful testimonies of healing and
deliverance kept pace. After spending a
season in NYC, he enrolled in Indiana’s Taylor
University, where he made an immediate
impact. The then President of Taylor said of
Morris: “Samuel Morris was a divinely sent
messenger of God to Taylor University. He
thought he was coming over here to prepare
himself for his mission to his people, but his
coming was to prepare Taylor University for
her mission to the whole world. All who met
him were impressed with his sublime, yet
simple faith in God.”
Sadly, Morris contracted an illness at 20 and
died, but his legacy still lives on today. The
amazing yet brief story of young Morris is
abridged on his epitaph…. “Samuel Morris . . .
Famous Christian Mystic. Apostle of Simple
Faith. Exponent of the Spirit-filled Life.”
.

JOHN ALLEN CHAU

AMERICAN MISSIONARY & MARTYR | 1991-2018

“You guys might think I’m crazy in all this,
but I think it’s worth it to declare Jesus
to these people.” John Allen Chau wrote
these words to his family in his final
days preaching the Gospel to the
remote Sentinelese tribe of North
Sentinel Island, of the Andaman Sea
(near Myanmar).

Reckless? Maybe. Foolish? Perhaps.
Delusional, idiotic, extreme, dumb, as
some put it? Not a chance. John Chau
didn’t need the endorsement of
parroting social media critics and
irresponsible reporters to fulfill the
Great Commission of Jesus Christ. He
knew that the world hated his Savior
first (John 15:18) and that criticism from
What’s more tragic than Chau’s death
the world was evidence his love was
at the hands of this formerly unreached genuine.
tribe was the mainstream media’s
coverage of the event. Chau, whose
“This is not a pointless thing,” Chau
passion for reaching people who had
recorded in his notes, “The eternal lives
never heard the Gospel was no
of this tribe is at hand.” Chau received
different than great missionaries like
a martyr’s crown at just 26, something
Hudson Taylor, William Carey, or Amy
no opinion of man or media pundit can
Carmichael, was lambasted, defamed, take away.
and mischaracterized by the news
media. His zeal and burning love for the
Sentinelese were exchanged for
slanderous critiques by publications like
The Guardian and ABC News.

HARRIET TUBMAN

AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST | 1822-1913
Harriet Tubman’s work as a conductor on the
famous ‘Underground Railroad’ only constitutes
a fraction of a full and inspiring life lived in
the service of Christ. “Moses,” as she was
called endearingly by those she helped
escape bondage, was a fitting and even
prophetic title. She literally led an exodus,
freeing formerly enslaved persons by the
droves. The system of the railroad and its
secret codes were even based on Israel’s
exodus, with phrases like “promised land,”
“Egypt,” and certain hymns which had meaning
& significance.

What’s not often explained was Tubman’s
prayer life and her propensity for dreams and
visions. These prayers propelled a life of
courage and her visions, which she believed
were messages from God, powered her
purpose throughout the rest of her life. And, as
much as Harriet boldly resisted the sin of
slavery, there’s little to no evidence that she
ever promoted violence or endorsed revenge
or retaliation. Rather, Tubman prayed
fervently and continually for hearts to be
conformed to God.

Harriet’s post-Civil war accomplishments are
just as remarkable as her work leading up to
it. She served as both a nurse and a scout for
the Union Army and was involved in the
Combahee Ferry Raid, which freed 750 slaves
in South Carolina in 1863. It was said that
while serving as a nurse and often caring for
diseased troops, that union soldiers were of
the opinion she was “blessed by God,” since
she never contracted the contagious diseases
that she so regularly worked around. She also
took up the cause of women’s suffrage in her
later days, teaming up with the likes of Susan
B. Anthony and others to trumpet the merit of
women’s rights. Despite injustice and tough
circumstances even through her freed years,
Tubman always showed grace, patience, and
forgiveness. Apparently, she knew that her
reward was not to be on earth but in Heaven.
Tubman died in 1913 in Auburn, New York,
recalling Jesus’ words before her last breath:
“I go to prepare a place for you.”

DWIGHT L. MOODY

AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1837-1899
D.L Moody is proof that a formal education
and a proper upbringing are not necessary
components to ministering the Gospel with
power & love. Moody experienced neither, in
fact he lost his father while he was still very
young and he only completed schooling
through the 4th grade. But, after a rebellious &
wayward adolescence, he became a man
whose heart was fully dedicated to Heaven,
and God promoted him in an exponential
way.

Moody, despite his lack of education, was a
successful entrepreneur and a savvy salesman.
These traits brought him to the sprawling and
opportune city of Chicago in the mid 1850’s, a
city with room for enterprisers but a city with a
lot of needs as well. Its rapid industrialization
left a lot of impoverished and indigent people
in its wake. Dwight sprung to care for this
group. His “sabbath schools” and what would
become known as “Moody’s Bodyguards” were
rag tag groups of young boys who he fed,
clothed, and brought up in the ways of God.
Much of Dwight’s itinerant payments, shoe sale
proceeds, and real estate profits went in some
way to the youngsters at his beloved urban
centers.

These bible study and prayer meetings
gained so much notoriety that Abraham
Lincoln once visited and spoke at one.
Although Dwight never abandoned his heart
for caring for the urban poor, the call of God
on his life led him elsewhere. The Civil War
saw him ministering to troops on the front
lines through his involvement with the YMCA,
and throughout the war he ministered to union
troops of all conditions, especially the
wounded and dying. After the war, and after
Dwight’s “spiritual awakening,” Dwight
traveled the states and made repeated trips
to England, and where he and his famous
psalmist (Ira Sankey) went, they brought the
fires of revival. In his final “capable”
preaching years, Moody’s influence and
impact on English & American society was
immeasurable.

“The world has yet to see what God can do
with and for and through and in and by the
man who is fully and wholly consecrated to
Him…I will try my utmost to be that man.”
DLM

PHOEBE PALMER

AMERICAN EVANGELIST & WRITER | 1807-1874
Phoebe Palmer’s life work and theology,
specifically, have been referred to as the “link
between Wesleyan revivalism and modern
Pentecostalism.” Her father, Henry, was a
product of the Methodist revival in England,
and the idea and experience of “holiness” as
a way of life was passed down to Phoebe.
Phoebe adopted and continued John Wesley’s
theology of “Christian Perfectionism,” which
essentially means that it’s possible to live a life
free of sin. This revelation, coupled with her
Wesleyan belief of ‘entire sanctification,’
would be a major contributing factor to the
rise of the Holiness Movement in America, and
would birth major denominations like the
Church of the Nazarene, the Church of God,
and the Salvation Army.

Palmer, in addition to her patented prayer
meetings, would turn to social issues and
make use of her pen as well while she
matured in her faith. In her native New York
City, she would aid the cause of temperance
and look to address the problem of urban
poverty through the city’s Five Points Mission.
She edited “The Guide to Holiness” magazine,
an important Holiness era publication, and
would write critical works like ‘The Way of
Holiness,’ ‘Faith & Its Effects,’ and ‘Entire
Devotion to God.’

Palmer’s unmistakable belief in the prospect
of holiness was summed up in a famous
quotation of hers: "Earnest prayers, long
fasting, and burning tears may seem befitting,
but cannot move the heart of infinite love to a
Palmer’s establishment and leadership in home greater willingness to save. God's time is now.
church-style prayer meetings would spark a
The question is not, what have I been? or
nation-wide movement, resulting in missions,
What do I expect to be? But, Am I now
camp meeting campaigns, and many
trusting in Jesus to save to the uttermost? If so,
conversions. Her leadership and preaching
I am now saved from all sin."
presence would inspire future women leaders
like the Salvation Army’s Catherine Booth and
Frances Willard, a temperance era reformer
and women’s suffragist.

DEREK PRINCE

BRITISH EVANGELIST & BIBLE TEACHER | 1915-2003
Few teachers in the modern era have had
insight and authority into spiritual
deliverance and demonology like Derek
Prince. This facet of Christian life is often
either misunderstood, ignored, or omitted
from our learning, but the Bible is clear
that it’s an everyday part of our charge to
ministry. Although it might not be fair to
characterize Prince’s teaching as having a’
focus’ on deliverance, it truly is an area
where he has greatly bolstered the
church’s understanding. Prince, while
travelling and preaching through Europe,
Africa, Central America, and the Middle
East, taught aptly that the source of many
psychological and physical ailments is the
result of demonic oppression. His
understanding of demonic strongholds,
generational curses, soul ties, and what he
has labeled “demonization,” or the
potential oppressive effect that satanic
forces can inflict on Christians, has
revolutionized deliverance ministry and
equipped exorcists.

Prince has written over 50 books,
including popular spiritual warfare
favorites like ‘They Shall Expel Demons,’
and ‘Pulling Down Strongholds,’ plus other
modern classics on prayer and marriage
like “Secrets of a Prayer Warrior,’ and
‘Marriage Covenant.’ His daily radio
broadcasts, “Today with Derek Prince,”
brought the plain truths of scripture to
millions of American households in the
1990’s. “Derek Prince Ministries,” formerly
“Derek Prince Publications,” still operates
today with the mission of “developing
disciples of Jesus Christ through the Bible
teaching of Prince.”

“Wherever you encounter domination,
you can be sure that it is satanic. That is
not how God rules people.” DP

ST. AUGUSTINE OF
HIPPO

EARCH CHURCH FATHER & THEOLOGIAN | 354-430 A.D
History reflects on certain early church fathers
whose efforts in preserving and curating the
texts of the Bible were invaluable. Saint
Augustine, a North African Roman born in the
mid-4th century, was among the first
substantial guardians of the word of God, and,
as his career would show, did a great deal as
well to aid the church in understanding and
properly interpreting the book that would be
its cherished prize and directing document.

His four major written works were “De
Doctrina Christiana,” a blueprint for arriving
at scriptural truth and teaching it,
“Confessions,” a famous autobiographical
account of his conversion testimony, “The City
of God,” a rebuttal to 5th century pagan
persecutors, and “On the Trinity,” the
groundwork document for the common
Christian understanding of the three-part
Godhead.

Much of Augustine’s work has significantly
influenced the modern ‘western’ understanding
of Bible scholarship, a lens that many of us
view scripture through today. In a few cases,
this might not be the best thing, but as a whole
Augustine’s study and written works were a
boon to the early church. Saint Jerome said of
him, “he established anew the ancient faith.”

His “The City of God” not only responded to
attacks on the early church, but created a
basis for the guiding principles and advances
of what we call “western civilization.” It could
be argued that these works taken together
were the most important documents, other
than the Bible itself, for the early and midcenturies church to remain true and withstand
the many challenges it faced.

Augustine did this with meaningful commentary
on things like Christian anthropology, the
Augustine also coined several theological
grace of Christ, and the practicality of
phrases still used today, which are drawn
interpreting the Bible metaphorically.
from the Biblical texts, like ‘original sin’ and
‘redeeming grace.’ In hindsight, his
contribution to conserving and helping to
decipher the canon of scripture is all but
unrivaled.

CHARLES FINNEY

AMERICAN REVIVALIST | 1792-1875
Charles Finney is often referred to as “The
Father of Modern Revivalism.” Leonard
Ravenhill, more or less, described him as the
greatest preacher to ever grace the shores of
the United States. Historians posit him as a
prominent abolitionist and an innovative
theologian. He was all of these things, I
believe, but he was these things inasmuch as
his rich relationship with the Father would
allow. He was a man of deep conviction who
God would use to wake a slumbering nation.
The short story of Finney starts with his
amazing encounter with God as a 29-yearold lawyer questioning his salvation. In the
span of about 24 hours Finney received a
revelation of the finished work of the cross, he
consequently decided to follow Christ, he was
baptized in the Holy Spirit, and he saw Jesus
face to face, according to his journal. He
recorded that in this experience he could “feel
the impression, like a wave of electricity,
going through and through [me]. Indeed, it
seemed to come in waves and waves of liquid
love...No words can express the wonderful love
that was shed abroad in [my] heart.”

After this incredible experience, Finney
dropped his promising career in law and
resolved to preach the Gospel near and far.
This led him to the streets of Philadelphia,
New York City, and eventually the “burned
over districts,” of western New York, a region
that experienced the fires of the 2nd Great
Awakening with the most intensity. Here
Finney’s preaching, coupled with the
groundwork laid by his intercessors, would
experience a harvest of souls unlike any other.
In Rochester, particularly, no less than
100,000 people made genuine commitments
to Christ in a period of one calendar year.
These moves of God changed the moral
atmosphere of the towns, cities, and hamlets
that dotted western New York.
As revival spread, Finney took up the cause of
abolition and theological teaching. He would
serve as Oberlin College’s president for a
tenure and would write Christian classics like
“Lectures on Revival,” and “Systematic
Theology.”

JOHN BUNYAN

ENGLISH PURITAN PREACHER & AUTHOR | 1628-1688
John Bunyan, of Elstow, England was a ‘nonconformist’ preacher of high importance
whose magnum opus literary work, “Pilgrim’s
Progress,” lives even today as one of the most
cardinal Christian classics ever written.
Bunyan’s life of piety and the circumstances
that produced ‘Progress,’ though, are just as
amazing as the work itself.

He would endure two stints (12 years in all) in
the mucky, detestable jails of Bedford, the
second of which he’d write ‘Progress.’ Pilgrim’s
Progress is regarded by some as the most
critical Christian work, aside from the Bible,
ever written. The plot parallels Bunyan’s own
spiritual journey and it has served as a
guiding light for English Puritans and common
Christians alike. Foxe’s Book of the Martyrs
Bunyan was a sober and serious youth, often
commemorates ‘Progress’ this way: “There is
painstakingly introspective and concerned
no doubt but that the "Pilgrim's Progress" has
with the things of God. Never content with
been more helpful than any other book but
‘society,’ so long as it omitted God, he would
the Bible. It was timely, for they were still
develop a reputation as one whose
burning martyrs in Vanity Fair while he was
conscience was keen and one who had a zeal writing. It is enduring, for while it tells little of
for God that could not be interrupted. These
living the Christian life in the family and
facts were tested soon enough as Bunyan was community, it does interpret that life so far as
arrested not long after beginning his
it is an expression of the solitary soul, in
pastorate for “preaching without a license.”
homely language.”
His pure and fearless heart upon the prospect
of imprisonment was recorded in his journal:
"Before I went down to the justice, I begged of
God that His will be done; for I was not
without hopes that my imprisonment might be
an awakening to the saints in the country. Only
in that matter did I commit the thing to God.
And verily at my return I did meet my God
sweetly in the prison."

WILLIAM BOOTH
ENGLISH PREACHER & FOUNDER OF THE SALVATION ARMY
1865-1912
Few evangelists carried the passion and
determination that William Booth did. As a
teen, Booth heard a phrase preached that
stuck with him for the rest of his life; a phrase
that drove him and even haunted him: “A soul
dies every minute.” This sober thought fueled
his fire for souls and his life’s work serving and
ministering to the impoverished, both
materially and spiritually.

The Booth’s were unique in that they operated
as a pair so powerfully, and Catherine was
deeply involved in their ministry, even
preaching somewhat regularly.

The two joined forces as revivalists to
England’s dingy districts. Their Chapel in
Gateshead was nicknamed ‘The Converting
Shop,’ for its ever-clear mission of the
salvation of lost souls. As the Booth’s preached
There was no street corner, alley way, or
and ministered in England’s urban sectors,
dilapidated building that Booth wouldn’t go to which were disparaged by rapid
preach the Gospel with power. He got his
industrialization, another need presented
start preaching as a young man in
itself – day-to-day material ones. The desire
Nottingham’s slums, and his reputation with the to address these needs, whether it was
city’s poor soon got him the boot from the
providing the hungry with food or supplying
ranks of the mainline Methodist church. This
safe shelter for those who were sexually
proved beneficial to young William as his
trafficked, led to the founding of The East
tolerance for the over-regulated and overLondon Christian Mission, later to be renamed
organized Methodists was wearing thin
the “Salvation Army.” Booth and his partners
anyway. As if Booth’s ministry could not gain
summed up the vision for the Salvation Army
another ounce of passion for the lost, he met
this way: “We are a salvation for people – this
and married Catherine Mumford. Catherine
is our specialty – getting people saved and
was an extremely zealous follower of Christ
keeping them saved, and then getting
whose role in the Booth’s ministerial success
somebody else saved.”
equaled that of her husband.

DAVID BRAINERD

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO NATIVE AMERICANS | 1718-1747
David Brainerd was an intense young man
whose devotion to prayer may well never be
equaled outside of Jesus. His propensity for
fasting and prayer led to a powerful, all be it
short, ministry with the native Americans of
New Jersey & Eastern PA. It all started for
David while schooling at Yale when the seeds
of the first Great Awakening touched the
campus. The famous George Whitefield had
been invited to preach at a meeting, bringing
a move of the Spirit that lit the student body,
especially young Brainerd. David joined this
wave of “new lights,” emboldened by the call
to repent and be born anew. Although it cost
him his prized Yale degree and eventually his
life, it led him to the unreached Delaware
Indians.

Many became Christians during David’s
journeys, even medicine men, ex-murderers,
and white settlers, who would come from afar
to see him preach! It was the message of the
love of Christ that captured the native
Americans, and Brainerd preached it as long
as he was physically able. The most marked
community that David touched was the
Crossweeksung assembly in New Jersey; this
village became a praying Christian
community that would regularly intercede for
Brainerd’s ministry.

David tragically succumbed to tuberculosis at
29, praying fervently and rejoicing in the Lord
even until his passing. Thankfully, David kept a
meticulous journal which was compiled and
later published by his friend and famous
David preached among the native American
revivalist, Jonathan Edwards. In ‘The Life and
villages with amazing power, often times
Diary of David Brainerd’ we see a record that
seeing large numbers coming to Christ. It was reads much like the Psalms, of ups and downs,
normal at these meetings for dozens of natives times of frustration, and seasons of
who had never heard about Jesus before to
depression. But primarily we see a picture of
weep, fall prostrate, and to be overcome by
a praying man who sought the face of God
the glory of God.
none the less, and in turn, a region of
unreached and undermined people was able
to catch a glimpse of Heaven.

WILLIAM CAREY

ENGLISH MISSIONARY TO INDIA | 1761-1834
What William Carey was for the welfare of the
country of India is unlike any other one
person’s service for a nation in which he/she
was not born. The mark Carey left on the
country where he spent 41 years of his life,
without ever returning to his native England,
has been indisputably great and plain to see.
His service to India, a land with which he was
called by God, was faithfully seen through
even amidst the most painful challenges over
the course of his missionary time. Carey, with
the help of the Lord, powered through
seemingly constant death and illness, whether
it be the sickness or death of his family or
friends, strife and resistance from his financiers
and missionary society allies, and even a fire
that claimed years-worth of his written work.
He described his dependence on God amidst
tragedy in his journal: “This is to me a most
awful and tremendous stroke and I have no
way left but that of looking upward for help.”
Through it all, he was simply resolute to do the
will of his Father in India, namely to translate
the Bible, preach the Gospel, and establish
schools that might propagate the cause of
Christ.

Carey’s fluency with languages was
showcased even at a young age, having
taught himself Latin at just eight years old, a
talent that propelled his Serampore Mission.
He would translate Biblical texts into a
whopping 30 different dialects! His first two
important translation projects were the
Bengali New Testament (1801) and the
Sanskrit New Testament (1808). Many more
versions would follow. His Baptist Missionary
Society would be a trailblazer for global
missionary work, both with shirking the English
custom of closehandedness of the Gospel,
and with setting a high standard for the
founding of schools (hundreds were
established under Carey) and provoking
social reform. Under Carey’s watch and
constant prayer and petitioning, India would
abolish infanticide rituals and other barbaric
customs. In addition, Carey would establish
Asia’s first ever degree-awarding university,
Serampore College.

JOHN CALVIN

FRENCH REFORMER & THEOLOGIAN | 1510-1564
The perilous process of rectifying the
European church was placed on the broad
shoulders of those who we endearingly refer to
as the “reformers.” These heroes were apostles,
prophets, & teachers who endured much for
the true Gospel to prevail in the cultural and
geographic epicenter of the world. These
reformers, too, tended to take on different
tasks, like Paul’s metaphor in 1st Cor. 12 of a
‘body with many members.’ John Calvin, of
France, was the disciplined, and sometimes
rigid, author and administrator that furthered
the cause of reform in the mid 1500’s. Calvin
was a straight arrow with a pure heart, who
had a distaste for error and injustice. Although
Calvin did have misjudgments, seasons of
dejection and difficulty, and sometimes
questionable theological positions, his role in
the reformation was a big one.
Historian Roberts Liardon summed up Calvin’s
way of thinking like this: “if you don’t have
understanding, get it, and get it with truth.
Once you get it, live it and voice it.”

This order, in the context of God’s word and
commands, shaped Calvin’s life and ministry,
which was not characterized by fiery
preaching or enthusiastic evangelism, but
rather careful contemplation. Calvin was
technically a “dissenter” after he began
distancing himself from the Catholic Church,
which ultimately landed him in the safe haven
of Switzerland for most of his adult years.
Here, mostly in the city of Geneva, he would
write extremely important documents, like
“The Institutes of the Christian Religion,” and
help to reorganize the church, using the
scriptures as his guide.
Calvin’s painstaking study and pastorate work
established modern church mainstays that we
enjoy today like corporate worship, the
function of deacons and elders in church
leadership, the use of Greek and Hebrew
texts to help decipher the Old and New
Testaments, and more.
Calvin’s pen, his leadership, and his zeal for
the truth of scripture helped shape the health
of the church for centuries after his death.

FREDERICK DOUGLASS

AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST | 1818-1895
Born Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey,
Douglass (he changed his surname to avoid
capture from his slaveowner) is among the
most prolific abolitionists who ever lived, not
just in America but all the world. His devoted
work to the cause of abolition was great, but
two distinct and amazing attributes stand out
about Douglass’ life that lie a bit below the
surface of his biography. 1. He judged justice
impartially and thus fought for the rights not
just of African American slaves and freedmen,
but also women and immigrants of other
nationalities, and 2. He was a prophet of God
destined to exhort an American church who
was, as regards the issue of slavery, guilty of
hypocrisy.

In addition to abetting southern escapees in
the Underground Railroad and establishing
and issuing his “North Star” abolitionist
publication, Douglass became a sought-after
speaker for the cause of social reform. In a
speech titled “What to the Slave is the Fourth
of July” in Rochester, he called out the
hypocrisy that he so detested: “The American
church is guilty, when viewed in connection
with what it is doing to uphold slavery; but it
is superlatively guilty when viewed in
connection with its ability to abolish slavery.
The sin of which it is guilty is one of omission
as well as of commission.”

This message, one that Douglass carried the
rest of his days, struck to the heart of
Douglass escaped the slavery with which he
Americans and helped turn the tide of
was raised by boarding a Philadelphia-bound change. Douglass would later advise
train dressed in a disguise in 1838. He
Presidents Lincoln & Johnson on emancipation
eventually landed in Massachusetts where he and suffrage and be the only African
would get to work on his first major literary
American to attend the Seneca Falls
work, an autobiography called ‘Narrative of
Convention.
the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American
Slave.’ Douglass’ story and his sharp intellect
and skillful pen won him support among the
abolitionist crowd quite rapidly.

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI

EARLY CHURCH FATHER | 1181-1226
After hearing the audible voice of God as a
young man, Francis resolved to abandon
everything and give his life up for the sake of
the Gospel, and the honor in isolating from
the devices of the world. This would be
considered extreme or perhaps even
ineffective by many, but Francis would
become so untarnished by the world and so
taken by the heart of God in his solitude that
his ministry would be marked by power and
good fruit. Francis’ stand was against idleness,
the lures of sin, and the complacency that
would formerly keep him away from sharing
God’s love. His adult life was spent praying,
discipling, and ministering to groups that
tended to be marginalized, like the oftenOne such case was the story of a loose and
quarantined lepers. His life was defined by an
aggressive wolf that had been ravaging an
intense and constant fellowship with His
Italian town. Francis moved upon the wolf as it father in Heaven, a special attentiveness to
made toward him with hostility, but as Francis partaking in communion, and a prophet-like
prayed boldly the wolf became passive and
desire to remain in the serenity of the
subdued. The wolf never bothered the town
wilderness.
again, in fact it became like a pet!
It was recorded that a flock of larks dove by
singing as he breathed his last at age 44.
Saint Francis of Assisi was an Italian Catholic
whose pious life and voluntary aversion to the
systems and temptations of the world are
legendary. He gained fame as a more than
capable speaker, author, and mystic, but he
was also, beyond a shadow of a doubt, an
extremely anointed minister of the Gospel.
What isn’t as widely reported as his service to
the poor, his vow of poverty, and his famous
group of disciples, the “Franciscans,” was his
ability to minister with the power of the Holy
Spirit. Countless examples of healings, people
being raised from the dead, and strangely
enough, animals being subdued and tamed,
followed Francis’ relatively solitary life.

REINHARD BONNKE

GERMAN EVANGELIST | 1940-2019
The now deceased Reinhard Bonnke, who had
recently turned over his ‘Christ for All Nations’
evangelistic organization to his successor,
Daniel Kolenda, has been among the most
effective soul-winners to ever live. A jawdropping near 79 million people have made
recorded commitments to Jesus through his
African evangelistic crusades since the
founding of Christ for All Nations in 1974. This
incredible harvest of souls began with a simple
vision. Bonnke had a vivid, recurring dream of
the continent of Africa being covered with the
blood of Jesus. This image was coupled with
the spoken phrase “Africa shall be saved.”
Bonnke was shaken to the core and
determined to see this vision through.
However, his German missions sending
organization wanted him to stay the
“traditional” course, and continue as a
missionary, without the flare of a vision that
seemed impossible. Conflicted, Bonnke rented
a hotel room in Lesotho, resolving to not leave
the room until God revealed to him his next
steps.

What God said next to the evangelist shook
him even more than the dream he had placed
in his heart formerly. “If you don’t do it, (see
this vision through) someone else will.” This is
all Bonnke needed to begin the soul-saving
work of Christ for All Nations. His first
campaign garnered just 100 people, but soon
the numbers of his meetings would increase
exponentially. It wasn’t long before hundreds
of thousands and even millions were
gathering to hear the simple message of the
Gospel of salvation, accompanied by the
power of the Holy Spirit. At a five-day event
in Nigeria, perhaps the largest ever recorded
in history, 3.4 million people were saved, one
million of which made a decision to follow
Christ at a single meeting! This, according to
Bonnke, provoked a faith in him for the
salvation of the rest of the world.
Today, Bonnke’s Christ for All Nations
continues under its new leader, Daniel
Kolenda, as the end-time harvest of souls is
carried through by great fishers of men with a
burning passion for the lost.

JAN HUS

CZECH REFORMER | 1369-1415
As Hus continued to read the word of God,
fellowship with the Holy Spirit, and consider
Wycliffe’s theological groundwork, he began
to emerge as a powerful reformer. As Pastor
at Prague’s Bethlehem Chapel, he preached
and began to write about many of the ills of
the Catholics, like the loose lifestyles of
priests, the selling of indulgences, the
fascination with relics, and mystic practices,
like Simony. This, of course, caught the
attention of his Catholic superiors. A backand-forth ensued between Hus and his
persecutors, emboldening the cause of the
Czech and German reform and spotlighting
the power-hungry papacy. Hus was eventually
imprisoned at the Council of Constance and
scheduled for death. Stripped, ridiculed, and
Hus had a humble heart and mind but also a
mocked, a paper crown was put atop his
physically humble beginning. Born into poverty, head – his reply is famous “My Lord Jesus
the education he received came with hard
Christ, for my sake, did wear a
work and fervent prayer, not due to status or
crown of thorns; why should not I then, for His
wealth. His diligence and work ethic
sake, again wear this light crown, be it ever
eventually landed him at Prague University,
so ignominious? Truly I will do it, and that
where the writings of English reformer John
willingly."
Wycliffe, which had not yet been suppressed
by Catholic leaders in Bohemia, enlivened he
and his friends.
How important is a characteristic like humility
to the Lord? Does it supersede giftedness,
talent, or even anointing? I believe it does,
and in the case of Jan Hus it was everything,
and God used it to shake the whole of Europe.
Hus’ humility was probably more legendary
than his ministry, yet today he is called by
some the “Father of Reform.” This humility was
highlighted early on as a student. He wrote in
his journal, “From the earliest time of my
studies I have set up for myself the rule that
whenever I discern a sounder opinion in any
matter whatsoever, I gladly and humbly
abandon the earlier one. For I know that those
things I have learned are but the least in
comparison to what I do not know.”

COUNT NIKOLAUS
LUDWIG VON
ZINZENDORF

AUSTRIAN PREACHER, MISSIONARY, & APOSTLE | 1700-1760
It’s hard to sum up Zinzendorf’s contribution to
the Christian cause in so few characters. He
wore many hats and had many passions. The
word ‘apostle’ comes to mind when one
reviews his life’s work.
He was a nobleman who had a profound and
personal relationship with Christ already at
the young age of 4, whose generosity at the
very least toward God’s people is famous
enough. He funded enormous evangelistic
projects, smuggled countless Christians out of
persecution-laden zones, and whose resources
provided for hundreds of missionaries sent to
spiritually ripe areas such as the Caribbean,
Greenland, and South Africa.

Above all, Zinzendorf was among the first in
the modern age to take the “great
commission” with the utmost seriousness. This
commitment sent thousands of Moravian
missionaries across the globe to share the
love of Christ.
Once on board the 'James' near the West
Indies the Count’s vessel was stuck in a lifethreatening gale. The Captain warned that
the ship would be destroyed and everyone
drowned. Zinzendorf said it would not be so,
but rather the storm would cease in two hours.
It did indeed and the captain inquired of the
count how he knew. He replied:

“I have a had a trusting relationship with
He was serious about Christian community and Jesus Christ for nearly forty years… he
unity in the faith, and his beloved Moravians,
speaks to me in the quiet of my soul when I
for which he was a bishop, did ‘community’
pray before Him. This time, he assured me
better than any group in Christian history, save that the storm would end in two hours.”
perhaps the Acts church. The Moravians, too,
were major senders of missionaries at this
time, who were effective, powerful, and Spiritfilled. Their influence was so great that they
even touched great saints, like John Wesley,
who credited the Moravians with his
understanding and experience with the
Baptism of the Holy Spirit.

BONIFACE

ENGLISH MISSIONARY & MARTYR | 675-754
Boniface, as he was renamed by Gregory II,
which means “good works,” was a renowned
missionary and reformer to the German
regions in the 8th century CE. His heart burned
with compassion for the people of Friesland,
(present day Netherlands) yet his means and
methods to eliminate idols and pagan symbols
among them were Josiah-like, and even
sometimes a bit violent. In one such instance,
Boniface came upon a huge oak tree in
Geismar (present day central Germany)
dedicated to the mythical god, Thor. With just
a few blows from his axe he felled the sacred
tree, in so doing gaining the respect of the
locals, who traded their haste for acceptance
of the Christ. He later used the product of the
oak to build a chapel where he’d center his
missionary work in the region.

Boniface had several missteps and failures
before he saw progress in the unreached and
backslidden zones he so loved. His dream to
become a missionary didn’t come without a
cost either; he gave up careers in the secular
world and as a Benedictine monk to pursue
the evangelization of the lost.

The regions he converted, reformed, and
equipped, too, had their dangers, as
geopolitical matters boiled in the mid-8th
century there. Through it all, Boniface boldly
risked his life to correct heresy, demolish idols,
encourage compromising Christians, and
establish churches.
His repeated Gospel-heralding crusades
earned him the nickname of “Apostle of the
Germans.” As he grew in age he grew in the
area of risk, as he continued to push north into
more untouched regions without the safety of
an armed guard. In 754 he and his party
received their martyr’s crowns near Dokkum
(Northern Netherlands) at the hands of
bandits. Boniface’s last command to his troop
was to lay down their arms, as to not render
evil for evil but to overcome it with good.
Boniface left a great legacy as a missionary
and reformer of regions of present-day
Netherlands and Germany. Many were
encouraged, exhorted, and baptized as a
result of his tireless journeys.
“You seem to glow with the salvationbringing fire which our Lord came to send
upon the earth” Gregory II to Boniface

KATHRYN KUHLMAN

AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1907-1976
You might be able to picture the flamboyant
redhead, Kathryn Kuhlman, upon stage
preaching to a packed auditorium in a glitzy
gown (if you’ve not heard of her and/or you’re
too young, YouTube has you covered). Kuhlman
was a fixture of the 1970’s and probably the
most famous Christian woman in the world
during that time span. The truth is her life was
complex, and her reputation was often
disputed. However, as much as her past had
come into question and her ministry
scrutinized, the overflow of testimony that has
come from the last 20 years of her life is
irrefutable.

Kuhlman, who resented the title “faith healer,”
is best known for her healing services, where
thousands of people would gather to be
touched by God. Testimonies from these
meetings are so numerous that a St. Louis
newspaper approximated how many might
have been healed at these meetings as of the
early 70’s. They concluded that it was at least
2 million. Early in her ministry, a Pittsburgh
area newspaper ran the headline: “The Lame,
Sick and Weary Flock to Woman Evangelist.”

Kuhlman’s preaching gigs did have a clear
bend for healing the sick, although she was
certain to preach the Gospel too.
The famous tagline on her longstanding TV
program was “I believe in Miracles because I
believe in God.” She was a pioneer in this
way, being among the first to use radio and
TV to reach U.S. households with the Gospel.
The empty wheelchair became somewhat of
a symbol for the Kuhlman miracle meetings.
One such miracle was that of Bill Spears, who
had been wheelchair-bound and completely
disabled. He left the event very much mobile
and totally healed. Although a study was
done to debunk the healing testimonies from
Kuhlman’s meetings, it’s easily outnumbered by
personal accounts, eyewitnesses, and even
doctors who didn’t have an ax to grind.

“It costs much, but it’s worth the cost… It
costs everything… If you really want to know
the price, I’ll tell you… it costs everything.
Kathryn Kuhlman died a long time ago.”

PETER CARTWRIGHT

AMERICAN REVIVALIST | 1785-1872
The burgeoning American frontier was a time
of opportunity in the early and mid-1800’s for
settlers pushing west for the prospect of land
and profit. But this era produced tough
characters and regions that weren’t
accustomed to law and order, let alone a God
who desired their hearts. A circuit rider came
along at about this time, with all the grit fitting
for the job, who would claim the frontier as his
parish for seven decades. Peter Cartwright
was known for his fiery preaching and fiery
personality. He wasn’t an ordinary Sunday
morning sermonizer, he was a gun-toting,
straight shooting giant of a man who carried
an anointing from God and an authority
required to capture the uncultured crowd of
the frontier.
Like many other frontier ministers of his age,
Cartwright had his start (spiritually speaking)
at the Camp Meeting revivals of Kentucky at
the turn of the 19th century. It was here at
James McGready’s church as a teenager that
Cartwright was born again. He set off in
ministry at a young age and would hold
numerous Methodist circuit posts in frontier
lands for nearly 50 years.

Peter not only had to contend with the coarse
midwestern crowd, but also a healthy share of
fakes, false prophets, cults, and strange veins
of teaching. It was as if all sects and
counterfeits were converging on the pioneer
lands vying for souls. Peter would debate,
rebuke, and expose these tangent parties just
as much as he would preach to the lost. He
also wouldn’t hesitate to brandish his revolver
to quiet a disturbance or stop a carouser.
Cartwright would serve as a chaplain in the
War of 1812, where he would rub elbows with
future President Andrew Jackson, and later in
his ministerial years argue to outlaw slavery
as a superintendent in the Methodist
Episcopal church. He would cross paths with
Abraham Lincoln, who he would rival for a
congressional seat, and Mormon leader
Joseph Smith, who he sent packing after an
impassioned debate on religion. His journeys
were near never-ending and his service to
God and country boundless.

JOYCE MEYER

AMERICAN SPEAKER & AUTHOR | 1943-PRESENT
Joyce Meyer has greatly impacted the
church in the 20th century through a host
of mediums, from books and videos to
conferences and mission projects. Her long
list of best-selling works has switched
perspectives and delivered hope to a
hearty portion of the American public. Her
works include “Beauty for Ashes,” an
uplifting take of the beautiful exchange
God desires for all of us, “The Battlefield of
the Mind,” an eye-opening interpretation
of the spiritual warfare daily active in our
thought lives, and “Overload,” a guide for
women to free themselves from the
nagging habit of stress and anxiety. While
some specialize in the physical healing of
the here and now, which is valid enough,
Meyer has focused her ministry on
addressing the emotional wounds that
have long plagued many. Although her
speaking and media has a bend toward
liberating women, the powerful truths and
revelations that Meyer shares are certainly
applicable to all listeners.

What’s special about Meyer’s life and
ministry, though, is her testimony. Abused
by her father physically and emotionally
for many years, she now carries a living,
breathing story of redemption, which can
only be found by posturing oneself at the
feet of Jesus. This testimony gives Meyer
inroads to people experiencing similar
abuse, and also an authority to speak on
healing since she’s been healed and
redeemed by the Jesus who saw her pain
and sorrow all along. Meyer’s central
message, throughout her some 40 years of
ministry, has been that there is reprieve
from the common traps of shame, guilt,
and condemnation – that reprieve is Jesus
and the Gospel.

“Stop determining your worth and value
by what other people say. Be determined
by what the Word of God says.” JM

JAMES MCGREADY

AMERICAN REVIVALIST, FATHER OF THE AMERICAN CAMP MEETING 1763-1817
James McGready didn’t have the dramatic
preaching appeal that his contemporaries
had, but he had zeal, and a heart that craved
for revival. His part in the 2nd Great
Awakening, particularly the “camp meeting,”
was a major one. It was the frontier camp
meeting that attracted the presence of the
Holy Spirit so strongly at the outset of the
1800’s.
McGready was from PA but after his schooling
he moved south to Pastor, first in North
Carolina, then to Kentucky, a freshy formed
frontier state. McGready, although a bit
unrefined, did gain a reputation among
Christians for his effective preaching. His
sermons usually included a charge to be holy,
the necessity of repentance, and an exposition
not only of the promise of Heaven, but the
miseries of hell. These three ingredients were
the trappings of revival. The fourth component
though was prayer, and McGready and his
congregations sowed plenty of it leading up
to the camp meeting outpourings in 1800. He
organized constant prayer for the purpose of
revival in the region, and after a few years of
anticipation and consistent petition, the Holy
Spirit struck.

The system of the camp meeting started as
an annual meeting of Christians of several
denominations to take communion, but
morphed quickly into multi-day encounters
where business matters would completely
cease while the attenders sought God. Things
erupted at McGready’s Red River church in
1800, as hundreds lay prostrate crying for
mercy. Children were even touched, wailing
and pleading to God for salvation. These
meetings picked up steam and after fanning
the flame, McGready and other ministers
experienced the biggest outpouring of this
manner at Cane Ridge. Barton Stone
recalled: “the effects of this meeting through
the country were like fire in dry stubble
driven by a strong wind…the whole country
appeared to be in motion to the place, and
multitudes of all denominations attended.”
These beginnings, with which McGready was
deeply entrenched, stoked the fire of the 2nd
Great Awakening and shifted the course of
American history.

GEORGE MULLER

GERMAN-ENGLISH EVANGELIST | 1805-1898
“Religion that God our Father accepts as pure
and faultless is this: to look after orphans and
widows in their distress and to keep oneself
from being polluted by the world.” James 1:27

His deep devotion to scripture propelled his
fruitful life, from pastoring and planting
churches in Teignmouth to his more notable
work of feeding and clothing orphans. Muller,
too, had a rich prayer life, and even more
If we could get a hold of this verse and really primary than his works to take in poor
live it is a consideration I’ve pondered. Just
youngsters was his desire that they be a
this one verse, even. George Muller is a saint
living testimony of answered prayer. Muller
who not only considered the content of this
testified that during his ministry years God
verse, but he lived it almost singularly. And thus, answered 50,000 of his prayers, 30,000 of
the promise that comes along with this verse
which within 24 hours. Before breaking
was his. During his lifetime, Muller cared for
ground on the Ashley Down complex, he
over 10,000 orphans through his Ashely Down earnestly prayed for six straight weeks to
Orphanage in Bristol, England, and many more make certain he was in God’s will.
walked through the institution halls after Muller
passed. But his passion for caring for the poor Muller, who mentored and/or greatly
was just an arm of his ministry.
impacted the likes of Taylor, Spurgeon, &
Roberts, believed in total dependence on
Muller’s Scriptural Knowledge Institute system God for all provision. And, although often
sought to establish schools, assist the poor,
steeped in need at the orphanage, time and
distribute Bibles, support and send
again God would provide, even if it was the
missionaries, and finally, care for orphans.
11th hour. This brand of faith was passed on
Muller was a relentless proponent of sola
to his friend and mentee Hudson Taylor with
scriptura, whereas the Bible alone was the
his China Inland Mission.
standard and blueprint for Christian life.

PHILIP MATOFA

INDONESIAN EVANGELIST | 1974-PRESENT
“Phillip Mantofa is the youngest person on our
Summer of Saints list but his impact for the cause
of the Gospel has not been the least. In fact,
Mantofa’s work in the spiritually ripe Indonesian
islands has led to hundreds of thousands of souls
saved in just a short window of time. He testifies
that through his youth crusades, he has personally
witnessed at least 200,000 people be genuinely
saved. These giant southeast Asia “Army of God”
crusades attract tens of thousands of young
people today, yet these would likely not be in the
works if it weren’t for Phillip hearing the audible
voice of God at 18.

In 2000, Mantofa had a vision that would change
the course of his evangelistic strategy. In this
vivid vision he visited a section of hell, and
according to him, he was there observing this
“valley of torture” with his physical senses intact.
What he saw was both barbaric and heart
wrenching. What he saw has changed the way
he’s presented the Gospel to millions of youth. It
might seem distasteful or backward, but
Mantofa’s revelation of hell has caused a ‘wave
of repentance’ at his crusades. Apparently, the
indisputable reality of hell, as Mantofa recounts
in his dream, has caused such a reverence for
God and a desperation for his ways, that
thousands of youth are repenting of their sins and
turning their lives over to God.

“Phillip, if you are not saved today, you will never
be saved.” This clear, perceptible voice shook
Mantofa’s world, and he received the forgiveness
of his sins that very moment. This wasn’t the only
Phillip Mantofa continues his ministry today with
supernatural occurrence of Mantofa’s youth that
the ceaseless goal of planting 1,000 strong
God used to get his attention. Years before, in
churches and making 1 Million strong disciples.
Taipei, he was instantly and miraculously healed of
a chronic and crippling unknown condition. This
was the first moment God became real to him, and
there’s no doubt he remembered it years later
when he picked up his cross to follow Christ at 18.

FF BOSWORTH

AMERICAN HEALING EVANGELIST | 1877-1958
“Fred Francis Bosworth, born in Utica,
Nebraska, was a Pentecostal faith healer
whose solid biblical base and steady
character won him a special place in the
holiness movement of the early 1900’s. Healing
evangelists of the time had a tendency for
“emotionalism” and a propensity to fall away
or become deceived; Bosworth, however,
remained true and free of major error
throughout his life. Not only would his healing
ministry impact so many, but he would mentor
some of the great healing evangelists of the
latter half of the 21st century, like Roberts and
Branham. In many ways Bosworth has been
referred to as a ‘bridge’ to his next
generation; he was a pioneer who saw the
revival fires of Azusa street, understood and
held close the revelation of the Holy Spirit,
and he maintained a fruitful and timeless
ministry that was above reproach.

Fred was saved as a teen but stricken with the
debilitating and terminal disease,
tuberculosis, which began to really take its toll
at age 19. However, Bosworth had enough
strength, while living in Georgia at the time, to
get himself to a local revival meeting. Within
just a few days of being prayed for, all traces
of the disease were gone. This was a
demoralizing day for the enemy!

This propelled FF’s path into a ministry that
would touch hundreds of thousands. It would
take him on a tour of the Midwest, where he
was filled with the Holy Spirit out a Charles
Parham meeting. Later, in his prime years,
Bosworth’s international meetings would
attract thousands and the healing and
salvation testimonies from these events were
numerous. Deaf ears were opened, cancers
dissolved, and blind eyes were restored. His
“Christ the Healer” is among the most
Bosworth, like several of our other saints, was important works on divine healing ever
affected supernaturally as a young man, and it written, and his early work with radio
would change the trajectory of his life and
evangelism paved the way for other
ministry.
Christians to use modern media to affect
more for the Gospel.

BILL JOHNSON

AMERICAN PASTOR & AUTHOR | 1951-PRESENT
Who would have thought that a man and
ministry that has so motivated the American
church would receive so much resistance from
Christians? Bill Johnson and Bethel Church
have, indeed, received a lot of flak, mostly
from within the Body of Christ. It could be
because a lot of people aren’t comfortable
with miracles, or because many can’t resonate
with how the Holy Spirit moves sometimes, or
maybe it’s because the standard Bill and
Bethel has set for the Christian life is too
convicting. The problem with this thinking is
that it comes up far short when using the
Bible’s litmus test: FRUIT. I challenge you to
name another church or ministry that has been
more fruitful over the past several decades in
America than Bethel Church, Redding, CA, the
reins of which Bill Johnson assumed in 1996.
Johnson is a teacher of the highest caliber,
with the ability to shed light and offer wisdom
in any scenario. Few teachers can marry the
certainty of scripture with the function of the
Holy Spirit like him.

His life message(s) are 1. The characteristics
of Heaven aren’t just desirable, they’re
attainable, 2. There’s no greater privilege
than hosting the presence of God, here and
now, 3. Whatever the space or medium,
creating an honor-rich culture is both Christlike and highly effective, and 4. We’re
personally obligated to manifest Christ in such
a way that benefits the world around us.
These driving principles are interwoven into
Bethel’s DNA, and they’ve been the chief
cause of their explosion of fruit, from the
pervasive worship of Bethel Music, to their
transformative work within their city. This
atmosphere of humility, generosity, and honor,
has produced ministries like Jesus Culture,
Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry, SOZO,
and groundbreaking books and blueprints
from its leaders. Perhaps more than anything,
Johnson’s renewal theology has done a great
deal to help show the American church that
the gifts of the Spirit have not ceased, nor has
God’s character changed from the time of
Acts until now.

WC BURNS

SCOTTISH MISSIONARY TO CHINA | 1815-1868
When it comes to the history of the
evangelization of China, Hudson Taylor and
Jonathan Goforth get a lot of credit, and
rightly so, but without its spiritual trailblazer,
WC Burns, the harvest they enjoyed in the late
1800’s and early 1900’s might not have been
so great. It was Burns’ private ministry of
prayer that paved the way for the Chinese
turn-of-the-century revivals. His friend and
ministry affiliate, Hudson Taylor, remarked of
his spiritual mentor, “his love for the Word was
delightful, and his holy, reverential life and
constant communing with God made
fellowship with him satisfying to the deep
cravings of my heart.” Taylor, as a young
missionary, pointed to many lessons from Burns
as being pivotal to the future of his ‘China
Inland Mission.’

His status as a powerful preacher and
revivalist in Scotland he gladly forfeited for
the distant and disregarded people he would
reach. He left fame, wealth, and even honor
for a life of adversity and the unpublic ministry
of intercession.

Burns had a strong spiritual start in Scotland,
fearing the Lord as a teen and later witnessing
the 1839 Kilsyth Revival. He brought this
experience, and a deep concern for the souls
of unbelievers, to the vast and unreached
lands of China.

When asked when he might leave his post in
China, he said “I am ready to burn out for
God. I am ready to endure any hardship, if by
any means I might save some.”

Burns’ unrelenting compassion for the Godless
was often accompanied by streams of tears
and hours of prayer. He was known to travail
in prayer and intercede for others incessantly,
sometimes through the night, and, although his
ministry in China was not as acclaimed as
others, it was no less significant to what God
was doing there. None the less, Burns did
preach, encourage, and effect revival in the
Chinese interior until a sudden fever claimed
his life in 1868.

C.S. LEWIS

ENGLISH AUTHOR & THEOLOGIAN | 1898-1963
C.S. Lewis and A.W. Tozer are likely the most
educated and perhaps the most intelligent
duo on our Summer of Saints board.
Intellectualism, as we’ve pointed out with
characters like Tozer, don’t usually coincide
with faith and the things of God, but they did
for Lewis and he maximized his gift of wit for
the sake of the Gospel. He graduated from
England’s Oxford University and would serve
as a Professor of Literature there for nearly 30
years, and then spend some 11 years in a
similar role at Cambridge.

His fantasy works, like “Narnia,” which rival the
likes of Tolkien, Lucas, and Rowling, ultimately
point to the work of the cross through themes
like redemption, grace, and a constant good
vs. evil dynamic.

His “Screwtape Letters” were a unique
depiction of spiritual warfare from the
perspective of tempting demons, and his epic
work “The Great Divorce,” a theological
rendering of Heaven and Hell, was actually
birthed from a vision he received on the topic.
His absolute arguments, style, and life
While his literary proctorship was impressive,
testimony of overcoming skepticism toward
the books that he would author over that span Christianity, were a formula that produced
of time were both distinctive and instrumental one of the greater apologetics of our age,
for the 20th century church. Lewis’ works
and his books bridged gaps and brought the
ranged from serious and rhetorical, to
Gospel message to elites, children,
whimsical and fantastic. His classic ‘Mere
academics, and laypeople alike.
Christianity’ was an exposition of the
fundamentals of Christianity, meant to unite
Lewis’ return to Christianity from a rebellious
different viewpoints, yet his fantasy heptalogy stage where he contemplated atheism is both
‘The Chronicles of Narnia,’ has been one of the a miracle that we can all celebrate, and a
most popular sci-fi themed series in literary
testimony that gave him a special affinity for
history.
doubters and cynics.

JONATHAN EDWARDS

AMERICAN REVIVALIST/THEOLOGIAN | 1703-1758
Jonathan Edwards has been an extremely
important figure in American Christianity, and
like C.S. Lewis, his powerful mind, fastidious
writing, and unquenchable appetite for
reading and scholarship were special. Yet, he
counted his intellect nothing if it was not used
in the service of the Kingdom. By most
accounts, Edwards is considered the
coordinator of America’s 1st Great Awakening,
the greatest move of God the U.S. has seen
since its conception. Although his preaching
ability would never be talked about like that
of Whitefield’s or Wesley’s his heart burned for
a move of God and a restored church like no
other.

The flame that kindled the First Great
Awakening was lit by Edwards. He preached
one of the most famous sermons ever
delivered, outside of Jesus’ sermon on the
mount, at his Congregationalist church in
Northampton, MA in the Summer of 1741.
‘Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God’ has
been analyzed since, often studied for its
composition and labeled for its perceived
“harshness.”

The truth of the matter is, regardless of its
fiery content, it sparked the revival fire that
changed a nation. It’s important to note that it
wasn’t a message of grace or love that drove
people to repentance in New England at this
time, it was of wrath and the fear of the Lord.
This message perfectly complemented that of
mercy and forgiveness (equally important)
that others like Whitefield and Tennent would
deliver. It was as if God had orchestrated all
of the important elements of spiritual revival
at this time, appointing Edwards as his
forerunner who would prepare the soil for a
yield.
Edwards would also write several works,
including the classic “The Life and Diary of
David Brainerd, Missionary to the Indians” and
he would serve as Princeton University’s
President before becoming ill and dying in
1758.

MARIA WOODWORTH
ETTER

AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1844-1924
“Then the disciples went out and preached
everywhere, and the Lord worked with them
and confirmed his word by the signs that
accompanied it.” MARK 16:20. These
confirming “signs,” which accompanied the
preaching of the disciples, were not normal in
the late 1800’s among ministers and pastors.
But, at the dawn of the Pentecostal movement,
a movement that would bring back signs,
wonders, an exercise of the gifts, and the
power of the Holy Spirit, there was a woman
who would pave the way for this exceptional
era for the church.
Maria Woodworth Etter, of Ohio, had been
preaching and ministering in this Holy Spirit
power, with those accompanying signs and
wonders, some two decades before it was
normalized and officially recognized as
Pentecostalism. This fact proves her
contribution to the special move of God that
swept the nation at the turn of the 20th
century.

Recounting her conversion and calling as a
youth, Etter would remark “I heard the voice
of Jesus calling me to go out in the highways
and hedges and gather in the lost sheep.” She
did this for the next few decades with such a
powerful anointing that many of the
testimonies from her ministry are almost hard
to believe. She was known to regularly be
transfixed in a trance, like Peter experienced
in Acts 10, when God would give her visions
and impressions. The onlookers at her revival
meetings experienced encounters with God
too; many would wail, become temporarily
paralyzed, or shout under the power of God.
Routinely though people would come to the
Lord and experience the power of His Holy
Spirit, and although these sometimes
unexplainable manifestations of the Spirit
were criticized, Etter’s theology and ministry
never crossed over into extremism.
Etter helped restore the doctrine of the
Baptism of the Holy Spirit and aided in the
founding of the Assemblies of God
denomination. Culturally speaking, her work
as a woman minister amidst a hostile church
hierarchy was groundbreaking and
encouraging for women that followed.

OSWALD CHAMBERS

SCOTTISH EVANGELIST & AUTHOR | 1874-1917
You’ve likely heard of Oswald Chambers’
famous daily devotional “My Utmost for His
Highest,” but there is much more to this man,
whose life tells a story of deep adoration for
God and purposeful service, before it was
tragically cut short by appendicitis at 43.
What you might not glean from the pages of
one of the most read devotionals of all time
was that Chambers was a Holiness movement
teacher, or one in the early 1900’s who
believed in the doctrine of the Baptism of the
Holy Spirit and its effects.

In the final stage of his relatively short life,
Chambers and his family met the call of God
to relocate to Egypt in 1915 in order to
minister to English & Australian troops fighting
in World War I. Chambers served as a
chaplain with the YMCA, ministering to able
soldiers on the front lines and those on their
death beds.

In addition to “The Utmost for His Highest,”
Chambers wrote other classics like “The Love
of God,” “If You will Ask,” and “Conformed to
His Image.” It’s worth noting that we can
After his conversion and his holiness revelation credit Oswald’s widow, Gertrude Biddy
Hobbs, for the laborious work of compiling
he began a preaching tour in his native
and editing Chambers’ notes, teachings, and
Scotland, in close by England, and also the
sermons after his passing so that today we
distant shores of Japan and the U.S. Soon
after he founded his ‘Bible Training College’ in have easy access to his library of important
works.
London, a training ground for ministers and
missionaries. What’s unique about his school
“Shut out every other consideration and keep
model was that it turned no one away and
provided essentials for students in need,
yourself before God for this one thing only –
whether it was tuition help or a winter coat.
My Utmost for His Highest. I am determined
to be absolutely and entirely for Him and for
Him alone.” OC

JUJI NAKADA

JAPANESE EVANGELIST | 1870-1939
The turn of the 20th century was a special time
for the body of Christ. The presence of the
Lord and the preaching of the Gospel
emanated across the globe, with revivals and
moves of God sprouting up near and far.
Japan and its surrounding region were no
exception to this era of blessing and
outpouring. Juji Nakada, Bishop of the
Japanese Holiness Church, was as important
as any to the fostering of revival and
evangelism during this period.

Having come so definitely into the blessings,
he soon felt strongly impressed that GOD
would send him back to his people to preach
full salvation to them.”

The experience Nakada longed for was
granted and he returned to Japan filled with
the Holy Spirit, and compelled by the love of
Christ to win Japanese souls. He would help
found the Tokyo Bible Institute and the
Central Gospel Mission, later to be called the
Oriental Missionary Society, not long after
Nakada’s “arrival” as an anointed evangelist, returning home. Sprinkled by trips abroad, like
and vision for his homeland of Japan to be
his itinerant visit to England during the Welsh
saved, came at a price. He experienced a
Revival, Nakada would spend most of his time
crisis of the faith in the mid 1890’s, after losing between Japan and Korea, preaching
a son and nursing an ailing wife; he told his
holiness and effecting revival. Tokyo would
wife before leaving for Chicago, “If I don’t find experience two revivals under his watch, one
the power of the Holy Ghost, I’ll come back,
in 1919-1920, and then another from 1930leave the ministry, and become a dentist.” He 1933. Nakama would become known as the
never became a dentist. While enrolled at
"Dwight Moody of Japan” for his powerful
Moody Bible Institute, A.M Hills recounted “As evangelistic efforts, and under his leadership
he earnestly sought to be filled with the HOLY the Japan Holiness Church would set up bases
SPIRIT, it was not long until his hungry heart
not just locally, but Brazil and the U.S. as well.
was satisfied.

SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS

ENGLISH PHILANTHROPIST | 1821-1905
George Williams was still a young enterprising
businessman in London’s bustling urban center
when he recognized a problem, especially
with the young men and boys of the city. Here
in the London metropolis, amidst the factory
labor, industry, and poverty, conditions and
certain temptations were leading men and
boys astray. Williams, an evangelist in his own
right, decided to address the problem in a
holistic way. In 1844 he founded the Young
Men’s Christian Association, or YMCA, the
largest youth charity in the world today.
Williams summarized the YMCA’s initial
mission: “Our object is the improvement of the
spiritual condition of the young men engaged
in houses of business, by the formation of Bible
classes, family and social prayer meetings,
mutual improvement societies, or any other
spiritual agency.”
Over time, the scope of the YMCA’s work
widened, but their principal concern remained
the same: “to unite and direct the efforts of
Christian young men for the spiritual welfare
of their fellows in the various departments of
commercial life.”

Williams understood that affecting and
investing in the younger generation
economically and communally would foster
lasting reform and provoke discipleship. It’s
hard to quantify the impact of the YMCA in its
early years but a 2008 report estimated that
it was serving 21 million people worldwide.
Although the YMCA has morphed and
expanded in recent years, the mission and
motivation of its founder remains. In a letter to
a Massachusetts YMCA training class in 1894,
Williams made perfectly clear his inspiration:
“Prayer and faith have won victories in the
past 50 years. But these may be as nothing, to
what will be wrought by the power of Christ
resting upon you.” I sincerely pray that you
may each be filled with the Holy Spirit. Let it
be the aim of each to be able to say, “I can
do all things through Christ who strengthens
me.”

JOHN G. LAKE

CANADIAN HEALING EVANGELIST/MISSIONARY | 1870-1935
Dr. John Graham Lake was among those turn
of the 20th century giants of the faith who
made the early 1900’s a special time in church
history. Lake’s powerful personality, undaunted
vision, and faith for divine healing were a
dynamic combination that changed very many
lives.
Lake started out first as a successful newsman,
then real estate speculator and stock market
trader. He was first exposed to what would
become the central theme of his life’s ministry
near Chicago, when his young wife was
stricken with a chronic ailment, but was
subsequently healed by God. This seed of
faith, particularly for divine healing,
developed and expanded in Lake’s life. Before
fielding the call to full-time ministry Lake
would moonlight as an itinerant preacher
almost daily, where he began to see God work
through physical healing in a powerful way. At
Gods’ beckon call, he liquidated all of his
assets, apportioning the proceeds to charities,
and set out almost penniless and dependent
on God, ready to preach the Gospel.

His quest led him to South Africa in 1908,
where he would spend several tours,
establishing the Apostolic Faith Mission,
touring to preach, healing the sick, and
training others in the practice of divine
healing. On one such visit to South Africa,
during an epidemic of the plague, doctors
looked on in amazement as the deadly
disease died in Lake’s hand. When asked how
and why, he replied: "That is 'the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus.' When a man's
spirit and a man's body are filled with the
blessed presence of God, it oozes out of the
pores of your flesh and kills the germs."
Lake carried this prolific faith for healing
back to the states where he would establish
his famous “healing rooms” in Spokane, WA.
This ministry would testify to 100k healings in
the span of five years. The genuineness of
these testimonies was confirmed by word of
mouth, the news media, and the amazing fact
that Spokane would become acknowledged
as the healthiest city in the U.S.! Lake’s healing
rooms continue today, as does his amazing
story.

DAVID LIVINGSTONE

SCOTTISH MISSIONARY TO AFRICA | 1813-1873
It’s hard to say whether David Livingstone is
considered more famous for his missionary
work, his medical inventions, or his pioneering
as an explorer. In his journeys he preached the
Gospel to thousands of African tribespeople,
treated hundreds with medicines, and drafted
critical maps of Africa’s interior that
missionaries would use for centuries to come
to reach the unreached Africans. In all of this
David would be the first explorer to discover
Victoria Falls, the first to lead expeditions
across the Kalihari Desert, and the first to
traverse the heart of Africa, from the western
coast of Angola to the eastern shores of
Mozambique. To add another life’s passion to
his resume, Livingstone became, during his
decades of exploring the uncharted African
wilds, one of the biggest advocates for the
total abolition of the African slave trade, a
dream that eventually came true, in part due
to his continuous campaigning for the
liberation of his friends.

Livingstone first arrived in South Africa in 1841,
determined to discover “the smoke of a
thousand villages where no missionary has
ever been.” For the next 30 plus years, with
little lapse, he would trek Africa’s giant and
unexplored interior, ignoring many naysayers
who said he couldn’t survive, and/or there
was little to see other than an arid wasteland.
His theories of lush jungles, huge lakes, and
navigable rivers proved true, and he became,
over the course of his time in Central Africa,
loved and respected by the locals, an
unprecedented feat for a white missionary
commissioned by the London Missionary
Society.
Livingstone’s life dilemma was balancing his
family duties with his ultimate quest to
explore, evangelize, and trailblaze; this was
an area of much regret, and as a result of his
tireless work, he would hardly see his wife or
children for much of his adult years. He died
at 60 in the Congo wetlands. His malariaravaged, exhausted body was found on its
knees praying. Locals extracted his heart and
buried it, sending the message to England,
“You can have his body, but his heart belongs
to Africa.”

LONNIE FRISBEE

AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1949-1993
The saga of Lonnie Ray Frisbee is amazing but
it’s also tragic. Known as the “hippie
preacher,” Frisbee’s conversion to Christianity,
his evangelistic efforts, and his ability to
minister in the power of the Holy Spirit would
change youth culture in America in the 1970’s
and 80’s. His vision of “a vast sea of people
crying out to the Lord for salvation” during an
acid trip propelled a robust but relatively
short ministry, infused with disagreement,
scandal, backsliding, and heartache.
Lonnie’s powerful anointing, loving persona,
and offsetting appearance made him a
prominent figure in the famous “Jesus
Movement,” a counter cultural move of God
centered in Southern California in the late
1960’s and 1970’s, where ex-hippies converted
to Christianity by the thousands. Lonnie, after
his dramatic vision, instantaneously began
baptizing SoCal flower children in the bays of
the California coast. He went from a soulsearching, drug-induced mystic to a baptizing
“Jesus freak” nearly overnight.

As his fame grew among the youth, and he
continued his radical evangelism, he was
discovered by Chuck Smith, founder of
Calvary Chapel. Smith soon invited Lonnie to
begin working with him at his church plant
and amidst his ‘House of Miracles’ rehab
communes, a decision that put Calvary
Chapel on the map. Thousands would flock to
Calvary Chapel over the next few years, with
Lonnie demonstrating the Spirit’s power
through signs and wonders, and Smith
discipling new converts in Bible teaching and
doctrine. Eventually, this partnership wore out
and Lonnie moved on.
His next appointment was with the Vineyard
Church, where he would help John Wimber
spark yet another powerful move of God.
Within the first three months of Frisbee’s
arrival, some 1,700 converts would roll into
Wimber’s church. The two shared a focus for
signs, wonders, and the baptism of the Holy
Spirit, but Lonnie’s double life soon spelled the
end of their partnership. Frisbee’s
complicated yet significant contribution to
the church during such a critical span ended
abruptly in 1993 when he died of AIDS.

WILLIAM SEYMOUR

AMERICAN REVIVALIST | 1870-1922
The short-lived, enigmatic story of the Azusa
Street revival is somewhat of a case study in
church revival history. This incredible
outpouring overtook an unsuspecting,
integrated body of believers in the heart of
Los Angeles in the early months of 1906. But
this move of God can’t be explained as just a
group of people that happened to be in the
right place at the right time; there were
reasons God’s presence struck the Apostolic
Faith Mission at 312 Azusa St. from 1906 –
1909.

After his training he was soon commissioned
to plant a church in Los Angeles – it would
become “Azusa Street,” considered by some
to be the “epicenter” of global Pentecostal
revival.

One of the reasons Azusa St. was unique was
its eclectic congregation. Far from being
societally approved, Azusa was comprised of
African American out-of-towners, white locals,
Latin American and Chinese immigrants, and
other creeds and backgrounds. Whether he
knew it or not, Seymour and his congregation
For starters, Azusa St. had a leader in William were putting into practice one of Acts
J. Seymour, who so longed for a Pentecostal
chapter 2’s key elements for a move of the
move of God that he’d pay any price for it.
Spirit: unity of the faith, or “being of one
Seymour had come from the Louisiana bayou, accord.” This was the case not just ethnically,
son of former slaves, and not far removed from but in prayer and purpose too. This unity,
the cultural leanings of voodoo and other
reinforced with fervent prayer, attracted the
spiritualist views. Under Charles Parham’s
Holy Spirit so strongly for a span of three
Apostolic Faith Movement, (a movement that
years that the world looked on in awe.
also influenced John G. Lake) Seymour was
Thousands of people were saved, healed,
groomed in the word of God and equipped
delivered, and baptized at Azusa St., and the
for ministry; this included an experience of
movement was transplanted elsewhere with
being baptized in the Holy Spirit.
great success and much fruit.

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM

MARTYR & BISHOP OF CONSTANTINOPLE | 349-407 A.D
The early church was held together, and the
baton capably passed on by heroes of the
faith whose names are sometimes lost in the
history books. A figure of this profile and
magnitude was Saint John Chrysostom, Bishop
of Constantinople during the late 4th century
and early 5th century. The geopolitical
volatility of the Roman Empire at the time of
his service to the church is partly why he
gained a martyr’s crown, but his provocative
rebuke of abuse of authority, and his stand
against rivaling paganism were contributing
factors as well. He’s officially “venerated” by
certain orders of Catholic and Orthodox
traditions, as a saint who had a refreshingly
candid understanding and application of
scripture - not one infused and/or diluted by
Greek logic or Pagan ritual. In this fashion,
John’s preaching, writing, and activism were
extremely important safeguards for a church
competing with paganism for the hearts and
minds of the people of the Mediterranean.
In addition to his opposition of paganism and
the growing corruption and pageantry of
church/political leadership, John’s life project
was to personify Christ through caring for the
poor.

It was his encouragement and example to his
followers to give generously and help those in
need; in doing so they should avoid the lures
of wealth, power, and property. This stance, of
course, is markedly ascetic, but it was a
position, coupled with his powerful preaching,
that made John a popular and beloved
leader. His written “Homilies” were critical
guiding documents for the early church as it
struggled to remain mission-true and Christcentric.
Eventually, John’s boldness led to his arrest
and exile at the hands of Theophilus and
Empress Eudoxia, whose manipulation and
blasphemous habits he compared to Jezebel.
The very night John was sentenced, an
earthquake struck Constantinople, a warning
sign that even Eudoxia acknowledged. John
was literally marched to death, across arid
deserts, and it was rumored that his final
words were “glory be to God for all things.”

DUNCAN CAMPBELL

SCOTTISH REVIVALIST | 1898-1972
The amazing story of Duncan Campbell and
the Hebrides Revival is as much a story of two
elderly intercessors who petitioned God for
revival and would not take “no” for an answer.
Christine and Peggy Smith, sisters from the
Island of Lewis in Scotland, began praying for
a move of God in the mid 1940’s. One blind
and the other debilitated by chronic arthritis,
the two persisted, confident that God would
bring revival to their community and beyond.
Post war Europe had brought an indifference
for the Gospel and the late 1940’s saw very
few if any young people attending Sunday
church services. Amidst the sisters’ prayers,
they received a vision of a one Duncan
Campbell, a famous evangelist from the
Scottish mainland.
When Campbell fielded the call to Lewis,
which he refused at first, he intended to
conduct meetings for 10 days, but stayed for
two years. On the opening night of this
powerful revival, Campbell and many who had
gathered expectantly waited and prayed
earnestly until 4 AM, and then the Spirit of
God filled the place. People by the dozens
and then hundreds repented and were
reconciled to God.

The consistent meetings, conversions, and
prayer bred ongoing fruit on the Island; bars
were emptied, churches were jammed with
the young and old, and people were saved.
For the next several decades, Lewis and its
surrounding area enjoyed great blessing,
healing, holiness, reverence, and other lasting
fruit. Campbell’s obedience and preaching
played a part for sure, but the prolonged and
urgent intercession by the Smith sisters was
the catalyst.
In sobriety and intensity, they clung to Psalm
85:6 - “Will you not revive us again, that your
people may rejoice in you?” This fervent heart
cry came to pass.
Duncan Campbell’s “The Lewis Awakening:
The Nature of God Sent Revival” is a chronicle
of this revival from both a spiritual and
cultural sense.

JOHN ELLISON VASSAR

MISSIONARY & CIVIL WAR CHAPLAIN | 1813-1878
J.E. Vassar, although dedicated and
accomplished in his service as an evangelist
and pastor during the Civil War, will serve as a
microcosm for the paramount post of ‘Civil
War chaplain.’ The front lines, camps, and
cavalcades of America’s Great War were a
difficult yet opportune moment in history to
win questioning souls and disciple Christ
followers. The Army chaplain met this
challenge head on. In total, about 2 ¾ Million
soldiers fought in the Civil War, making it an
enormous pool of people, many of which were
worn down, doubtful, and depressed by the
devices of war.
The truth is, although it was hard going at
times, America’s 3rd Great Awakening was in
full effect during the Civil War years, and
thanks to Army chaplains and other volunteers
and faith leaders, this great time of refreshing
extended to the battlefield.

Whenever time would allow, prayer meetings
and Bible reading surged in the back half of
the war. Many chaplains sacrificed much for
the cause of the Gospel as well. J.E. Vassar
himself was captured by Confederate cavalry
just after The Battle of Gettysburg and
presumed a spy. Upon meeting General J.E.B
Stuart, he asked Stuart if he knew Jesus!
Vassar was soon let go for being both bold
and persistent. A staff officer of Stuart’s party
put it this way “Take this man's promise that
he will not tell of our whereabouts for twentyfour hours, and let us see him out of our lines,
or we will have a prayer-meeting from here to
Richmond."

The importance of the Civil War chaplain was
summed up by historian John Brinsfield: “Faith
was a refuge in great time of need. Troops
faced battle by forgetting earthly pleasures
and looking heavenward. Guarding and
guiding the spiritual well-being of the soldiers
In both armies the prospect of imminent death was the primary responsibility of army
led to a sobriety of faith. Soldiers were both
chaplains.”
grateful to be alive, especially in areas where
the skirmishing was hot, and ever aware of
eternity if they were to fall in conflict.

BROTHER YUN

CHINESE EVANGELIST | 1958-PRESENT
For all of Liu Zhenying’s adult years he has
been targeted, slandered, and harshly
persecuted. Raised amidst Mao’s bloody and
staunchly anti-Christian Cultural Revolution,
the steadfast faith he personifies literally was
and even still is considered the biggest threat
to Chinese Communism. Yet, as is typically the
case with persecution, the heartache, torture,
and imprisonment he’s suffered has simply
emboldened and enlivened him to achieve his
life’s work: to make God famous, “to the south
and the west.”
At 17, under the watchful eye of the Chinese
government, Liu Zhenying, more commonly
known as “Brother Yun,” led 2,000 people to
Christ in his native Henan Province. This was in
his first year as a Christian. He was
consequently arrested; however, a powerful
underground church was rising in China, and
the burning of Bibles, expelling of missionaries,
and jailing of clerics and faith leaders were
not stopping it! Prison and excruciating pain
wouldn’t stop Brother Yun, either. In one
particular stint in jail, Yun was actually able to
supernaturally walk out of the highly fortified
Zhengzhou prison.

The story is too amazing to summarize (please
read it for yourself), but it’s quite similar to
Peter walking out of prison in Acts 12, and is
still considered an unsolved mystery by the
Chinese government.
After some time on the run and being forced
to flee China (boarding a flight to Germany
was a miracle in itself), his persistence and
unflinching faith landed him in prison yet
again, this time in Myanmar. Here the prison
filled with badly beaten and destitute inmates
experienced a revival. This period of some
seven months, according to Brother Yun, is
where God used him as “a seed buried in that
prison.”
Today, estimates put the Chinese Christian
population at 130 Million, which accounts for
about 10% of the populace. These believers,
who practice their faith under the threat of
persecution, do so because of the example
set by heroes like Yun. Presently, Yun is
focused on evangelizing the Hindus, Buddhists,
and Muslims across the world’s “10/40
window.”

THOMAS CRANMER

ENGLISH REFORMER & MARTYR | 1489-1556
Thomas Cranmer’s life, service, and death
were of great benefit to the reformation
movement in Europe, especially in England. He
would serve in England’s highest religious post,
as Archbishop of Canterbury, at a most crucial
time for its church. His character was
steadfast, humble, and full of mercy, and his
work as Archbishop renowned and applauded.
His fearless written works did much to finalize
England’s struggle for reform and officialize its
split from the Catholic Church. He would write
the first few editions of the famous ‘Book of
Common Prayer,’ a Church of England
mainstay which set a new, protestant standard
for prayer, communion, marriage, and the like.
His “Thirty-Nine Articles” were a foundational
structure for the Church of England’s doctrine,
which broke rank with problematic Catholic
traditions like priestly celibacy, teachings on
the Eucharist, and images in places of worship.
His “Books of Homilies” and “Exhortation &
Litany” extended these thoughts in greater
detail, and provided the framework for the
fledgling Church of England.

His work in the office of Archbishop was
important, but the moments preceding his
death were of equal consequence to the
cause of reform. At the time, constant
jockeying for power and influence were
common via the monarchical courts of the
countries of Europe, and religion, namely
Catholicism vs. emerging Protestantism, was a
main point of dissension. When Mary Tudor,
nicknamed “Bloody Mary,” an allegiant
Catholic, came to power in 1553, one of her
first orders of business was to seize Cranmer
and other reformers. Cranmer was
imprisoned, made to watch executions of his
fellow reformers, and eventually worn down to
the point where he regretfully signed
recantation documents. He would have a
second chance to right his moment of
weakness. Mary, never meaning to exonerate
Cranmer, scheduled him to be burnt at the
stake. Here Cranmer made a prolific reversal
of opinion, a speech and plea memorialized
in church history.

FRANCIS ASBURY

AMERICAN REVIVALIST | 1745-1816

As colonial America expanded and pushed
westward, a coarse, resourceful, and often times
dispirited group formed in America - the
frontiersman. Revival would not be contained to
cities and established Eastern seaboard towns, it
had to be carried to this penniless, pioneering
posse of outlaws and entrepreneurs. Who would
answer this call? None other than the Methodist
circuit rider.
In the late 1700’s and early 1800’s, America was
experiencing a second great awakening. Unlike
the first, however, this move of God was delivered
by horseback and experienced at gatherings that
would become known as the ‘camp meeting.’
Among the most influential messengers of the
Gospel during this important time was Francis
Asbury. Asbury was British, but he moved to the
states as a young man on direct assignment from
John Wesley. Asbury’s start was difficult and
unproductive; America was fighting for her
independence and the freedom-conscious
Americans had little space for an English preacher
with his British Methodist affiliation.

However, Asbury’s journals point to his
repeated support of the colonial cause,
which kept him in the states through the
Revolutionary War. Then, seizing the
opportunity of a liberated America, Asbury
saddled up his horse and carried the
Gospel from coastal Massachusetts all the
way to the Kentucky backwoods.
Over the next 30 years, Asbury would
travel some 300,000 miles by horseback
and preach 17,000 sermons. He saw
incredible Holy Spirit outpourings in the
western territories (like that at Cane
Ridge) and established an enduring and
effective structure for discipleship. His
administrative talents and powerful
preaching catalyzed western awakening
and spurred societal change. By the early
1800’s it was estimated that about a
quarter million people identified as
Methodists, a direct result of his faithful
labor. Asbury did all this while not being
immensely popular, like many of his
contemporaries, and without every having
a permanent place to lay his head.

“Live or die I must ride.” FA

CHARLES WESLEY

BRITISH REVIVALIST & HYMNIST | 1707-1788
Charles and John Wesley are the only sibling pair
on our list of church heroes. Of course, John’s
efforts in establishing methodism and his role in
sparking and continuing the First Great Awakening
are unmatched, but brother Charles should not be
forgotten. It was Charles who was first truly
“converted” among the brothers, John following
suit three days later at Aldersgate, when his heart
was “strangely warmed.”
Charles felt refreshed after his encounter with God
and thus had a renewed passion to deliver the
Gospel to the common man. After working with
John and friend, George Whitefield, to lay the
groundwork of revival in English towns and
hamlets, Charles stepped into his real calling. It
wasn’t the charismatic, open-air preaching or the
church administrating that made his brother
famous, it was telling of God’s goodness through
hymns. Charles would write some 6,500 hymns over
the course of his life, including “Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing,” “Come, Thou Long Expected Jesus,”
and “Christ the Lord is Risen Today.”
His gift for hymn writing started while the Wesley’s
traveled, Charles being commonly impressed to
write poetry and hymns while John preached,
almost simultaneously.

Charles would also play worship music
while John preached, and this proved to
be very effective. The Wesley’s believed it
was to their advantage to do so, by
inviting God’s presence and defeating the
enemy in spiritual warfare (1st Samuel
16:14-23 / 2nd Kings 3:13-15). John
compared their tandem to the ‘head’ and
the ‘heart’ of their ministry efforts, he being
the head and Charles the heart. Charles’
hymns were unique in that they weren’t just
musically sound and worshipful, they
contained aspects of Christian doctrine
consistent with charismatic methodism,
namely the role of the Holy Spirit.
Charles stepped back from travelling
ministry in his later life to pour into his
family. Two of his children (Charles Jr. and
Samuel) would become prolific English
musicians/composers.

CORRIE TEN BOOM

DUTCH WATCHMAKER & ABOLITIONIST | 1892-1983

Corrie ten Boom’s courage at such a volatile and
violent time in world history is breathtaking, but it
shouldn’t surprise us; she was a woman who lived
and breathed and had her being in Christ Jesus.
(Acts 17:28). Corrie is best known for organizing
and orchestrating a secret system of stowing
Jews in Nazi occupied Holland in the early
1940’s. It’s estimated that she and her family
saved the lives of some 800 Jews through their
intricate system of secret wall cavities, codes,
and warning buzzers in their watchmaking
complex. Further, Corrie actually led a daring,
covert raid to an orphanage to save 100 Jewish
babies who were in danger of death.
But the fact that that’s only half of the story is
remarkable in its own right. Eventually, enough
word got out to the Nazi Gestapo about the ten
Boom’s secret system that she and her sister were
arrested, interrogated, and after several stays in
other similar facilities, sent to Ravensbruck
Concentration Camp. Here the steadfast sisters
held prayer meetings in their disease-ridden
barracks with a smuggled Bible, providing hope
to the hopeless.

Corrie’s sister, Betsie, died in Ravensbruck,
but not before she had a vision of a Nazi
camp being transformed into a safe haven
– a true beauty for ashes image. Not long
after, due to a miraculous clerical error,
Ten Boom was released just before the
women at her facility were gassed by
Nazis.
After gaining freedom, Corrie dedicated
the rest of her life to telling her story (The
Hiding Place – 1971) and forgiving those
who took everything that she had. She
personally forgave even the Nazi soldiers
who took the lives of her family. She also, in
accordance with her sister Betsie’s vision,
transformed Darmstadt Concentration
Camp in Germany into a facility to house
Germans displaced by Ally bomb raids.

"You can never learn that Christ is all you
need, until Christ is all you have."

JONATHAN GOFORTH

CANADIAN REVIVALIST & MISSIONARY TO CHINA | 1859-1936

Jonathan Goforth’s life was one marked by simple
obedience. All he desired and all he needed was a
plain directive from the Lord, and he did it, no
questions asked. This obedience propelled he and his
wife into ministry in China.
Speaking of an experience in his late teens at a
church service in his native Ontario, Goforth
recollected: “I heard the voice of the Lord saying:
‘Who will go for us and whom shall we send?’ and I
answered: ‘Here am I, send me.’ From that hour I
became a foreign missionary.’
The Goforth’s arrived in Northern China in 1887 and in
their first several years adversity and tragedy nearly
overcame their fledgling ministry. They lost five of
their children to disease and China’s Boxer Rebellion
nearly claimed the lives of the rest of the family.
Goforth himself was badly injured in a sword attack.
They were forced to flee China for a time but
returned later with renewed passion. Here’s where
things got interesting. In 1907 the Goforth’s witnessed
and participated in the Great Pyonyang Revival,
tasting and experiencing an incredible move of God.

This sparked a shift in Goforth’s ministry, from a
missionary to a facilitator of revival. The
Manchurian Revival ensued, a region-wide
cleansing characterized by confession of sin
and repentance. Goforth’s half-day prayer
meetings focused on the “simple Gospel” and
his bread-and-butter message: the power of
God unto salvation (Romans 1:16).
The Manchurian Revival was widespread and
transformational across China, but also
touched other areas of the globe, even the
United States. Goforth’s example of
perseverance, and his new model for
missionary service, one that ushered revival no
matter the price, changed the landscape of
global missions. His humility and obedience
were summed up best when he commented on
Charles G. Finney’s ‘Lectures on Revival.’

“If Finney is right, and I believe he is, I am
going to find out what these spiritual laws are
and obey them, no matter what the cost may
be.”

THOMAS AQUINAS

CATHOLIC THEOLOGIAN & PHILOSOPHER | 1225-1274

Thomas Aquinas is a venerated and celebrated
figure in the Catholic church, and, although there
are certain profound incompatibilities with some
Catholic teachings and what we believe to be
right and true, it’s hard to argue Aquinas’ impact
on the medieval Christian church and beyond.
Aquinas’ greatest literary work was his famed
Summa Theologiae, where he affirmed mainstay
Christian doctrine like God’s existence & nature,
the person and work of Christ, and biblical
morality. Aquinas did much to strengthen the
church with his theological works, like “Summa,”
but it was his effect among philosophers,
academics, & Aristotelians that perhaps was the
most lasting. A rise in “Greek” cynicism
penetrated Europe in the 1200’s and it was
Aquinas who was able to bridge the gap
between this deviation and the truth of Jesus and
scripture. In so doing, Aquinas founded and/or
furthered principles like natural law, reason
(which was found only in God), and natural
theology, which established the scientific case for
God. These schools of thought steered western
civilization and even influenced future
enlightenment thinkers like John Locke.

These arguments were able to win
intellectuals, scholars, and students alike for
the cause of the Gospel. Aquinas was
essentially a distinguished and effective
apologetic when it was most crucial to
have a debater of his caliber arguing for
God.
Later in his life, while serving as Regent
Master at the University of Paris, Aquinas
penned “On the Unity of Intellect, against
the Averroists,” and “On the Eternity of the
World, against Grumblers.” These two works
were representative of his ongoing
renunciation of errors and fallacies
sprouting up among academics, and his
consistent record of defending the cause
of Christianity.

“To one who has faith, no explanation is
necessary. To one without faith, no
explanation is possible.” TA

BRIAN HOUSTON

AUSTRALIAN PASTOR & FOUNDER OF HILLSONG CHURCH
1954-PRESENT
Brian Houston was born into a Pentecostal
Christian home in New Zealand, the son of
Assemblies of God pastors Frank and Hazel.
While he was still young the Houston family
moved to Sidney, Australia where Frank founded
Sydney Christian Life Centre. Upstart Brian saw a
need for a church plant in Sydney’s suburbs and
founded Hills Christian Life Centre not long after,
in 1983.
It wasn’t until 1999, when, amid scandal, Frank
passed the reigns of his church to Brian. A
combined attendance of only about 45 people,
between his newly inherited congregation and
the one he already pastored, swelled quickly
under his leadership and became what we all
know and enjoy today as Hillsong Church.
Hillsong Church today has campuses in 21
countries with a total weekly attendance of
100,000+.
What put Houston and Hillsong Church on the
map wasn’t numbers, however. It was an
investment in young people & a deep adoration
for God, which manifested through a clear
priority in worship.

This, consequently, produced Hillsong
Worship, arguably the most influential force
in the world of worship for the last many
years. Hillsong United, Hillsong Live, and
Hillsong Young and Free have all been
birthed out of these revelations from its
founder. Hillsong’s chart-topping and
Heaven-centric singles include, ‘Shout to the
Lord,” “Mighty to Save,” “Forever Reign,”
“Hosanna,” & “What a Beautiful Name,”
among many others. Their mix of worshipful
reverence, creativity, musicianship, &
songwriting has led to the emergence of topselling albums and powerful worship leaders.
At a crossroads in Christian music which was
imbalanced by a pop-like and even cheesy
presence, Hillsong was able to capture the
heart of God through worship in a way that
appealed to young people and captured the
attention of non-Christians. Houston and
Hillsong have definitely left their mark on the
church, with many ministries following their
example for apostolicism & worship, like
Bethel Church/Music and Elevation
Church/Worship.

HARRIET BEECHER
STOWE

AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST | 1811- 1896
Harriet Beecher Stowe came from a family of
prominent Christian figures, including her father,
Lyman Beecher, who was a Presbyterian Minister
and part of the 2nd Great Awakening in New
England in the 1830’s and 40’s. The Beecher’s
were not only known for their Christian roots but
for their activism in lieu of major social issues of
the day. For Lyman it was temperance, through
which he co-founded the American Temperance
Society, but for daughter Harriet, it was chiefly
abolition.
Funneling her passion for abolition through her
pen, she wrote one of the most prolific and
moving literary pieces in American history. In the
19th century no other book beside the Bible had
sold more copies, and millions, too, were sold in
Great Britain in short order. “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
was written in 1852 and it’s often credited with
turning the tide of American public opinion for
the emancipation of southern slaves. Not only
that, this classic legitimized and greatly
accelerated the surging abolitionist cause. In the
novel Beecher Stowe illustrates the harsh
conditions of slavery and outlines, sometimes
subtly and sometimes overtly, the moral depravity
of slavery.

Her personal position was that slavery (in any
form) was not congruent with Christianity,
and this sentiment poured onto the pages
that a near majority of Americans read in the
1850’s and 60’s.
In a famous exchange with Abraham Lincoln,
the President referred to Beecher Stowe as
the “little lady who started the great war.” I’m
not sure if that title suits her, but it is true that
this woman’s determination was a key cog in
one of the more important turning points in
America’s history. In her later years, before
her health declined, Stowe turned her
attention to women’s rights where she would
sow the early seeds of a movement that in
some 40 years would secure women’s
suffrage.

"I feel now that the time is come when even
a woman or a child who can speak a word
for freedom and humanity is bound to
speak... I hope every woman who can write
will not be silent.” H B-S

A.W. TOZER

AMERICAN PASTOR, AUTHOR, & INTELLECTUAL | 1897-1963
Aiden Wilson Tozer was a rare combination of
one being unmistakably intellectual but also
Spirit-filled and Bible inspired. Often these
characteristics don’t run in tandem, but Tozer was
an exception to the rule. It’s evident after taking
in just a paragraph of his writing that this was a
man who understood the precepts of God and
could communicate them like a distinguished
academic. His style could convince the collegiate
crowd but also convict the desperate sinner.
Tozer was a self-taught theologian, and
theologian he was. With just a 6th grade level
formal education, he devoted himself to rigorous
study, not just in scripture, but the writings of the
early church fathers, the works of the Reformers,
mystics, puritans, and even philosophers. He was
so supremely well-rounded that he had a special
persuasion when making arguments or purveying
theological positions. Tozer authored many
Christian classics, namely his three great works,
“The Pursuit of God,” “The Knowledge of the Holy”
and “God’s Pursuit of Man.” The Pursuit of God,
possibly his most famous book, was written on an
overnight train ride with nothing in hand but a
Bible, journal, and pen.

Tozer’s story was also characterized by a
rich prayer life. He not only wrote about its
importance, he lived it. It was said that he
would reserve about three hours every
morning to prayer, changing into old pants
as to not wrinkle his newer ones while
kneeling or lying. He served three Pastoral
stints, the longest being a 30-year tenure at
Chicago’s Southside Alliance Church. Shortly
after being called into ministry in his early
20’s, this modern-day prophet retreated into
the wild to pray and fast. He recorded this
prayer in his journal:
“Give me vision to see and courage to report
what I see faithfully. Make my voice so like
Thine own that even the sick sheep will
recognize it and follow thee.” It might be
safe to say that God answered this petition.

DIETRICH BONHOEFFER

GERMAN PASTOR, THEOLOGIAN & MARTYR | 1906-1945
Bonhoeffer, along with fellow saint, Corrie ten
Boom, were bright lights in a region and era
dominated by darkness. The environment that he
was born and raised amidst was the Third Reich
in Nazi Germany. While other German pastors
were being led astray by the coercive and
propagandized talk from Hitler, Bonhoeffer
would not be fooled. He paid the ultimate price
defending the Christian cause in Nazi territory.
A smart and educated young Bonhoeffer
disappointed his aristocratic family by choosing
to pastor, instead of pursuing a more
sophisticated line of work. Upon graduating
school, Bonhoeffer made it immediately known
that he opposed the persona of Hitler and the
Nazi vision. He signed the 1934 Barmen
Declaration, refuting the German Christian
movement that endorsed Hitler’s deceitful antics.
Not long after, he published the modern Christian
classic, “The Cost of Discipleship.” As persecution
of true Christians ramped up in Germany, Dietrich
organized and led underground pastoral
seminars at Finkenwalde, supporting a pure
version of Christianity. After being discovered by
German secret police, he switched his tactic.

He would then “serve” German intelligence
as a spy, tasked with gathering information
on Jews and dissenters. Instead, he served as
a double agent, working to rescue Jews and
spread the true Gospel, minus the coercion
and trickery. This ultimately led him to Tegel
Prison in 1943 and eventually Buchenwald in
1945. During these two stays he penned
“Letters and Papers from Prison,” and “Life
Together,” while encouraging and discipling
his fellow inmates. He was hanged one
month before Germany surrendered in a
most courageous manner.

"Cheap grace is preaching forgiveness
without requiring repentance, baptism
without church discipline, Communion
without confession… Cheap grace is grace
without discipleship, grace without the
cross, grace without Jesus Christ, living and
incarnate." DB

SMITH WIGGLESWORTH

ENGLISH EVANGELIST | 1859-1947
Smith Wigglesworth was as unconventional a
preacher as there was. This uneducated former
plumber, who, near the time of his conversion
could barely read, supplied the early twentieth
century Pentecostal movement with a nononsense, high energy shot in the arm. Smith,
commonly referred to as the “Apostle of Faith,”
for his singular focus on the topic of faith in his
sermons, was likely the least credentialed of his
revivalist counterparts, but possibly the most
endued with God’s power! Signs and wonders
followed Smith and his ministry, and he earned a
reputation for healing the sick, and doing it
rather forcefully!

Regardless of his methods, the fruit that
followed his ministry was undeniable. Further,
those that knew Smith spoke of him as a
humble, gentle, and incredibly lovecompelled individual.

Smith’s meetings in England, the United
States, Australia, and elsewhere were full of
healing testimonies. Cancer patients, the
wheelchair confined, and those suffering
from terminal ailments were restored
regularly at these one-of-a-kind church
services. Responding to complaints that
Smith was sometimes “rough” with people
when he prayed for the sick, he said: “You
In his services, which were sometimes perceived
might think by the way I went about praying
as odd to passersby, he would break stride with
for the sick that I was sometimes rough, but
his sermon by suddenly belting out a song in
oh, friends, you have no idea what I see
tongues, which he’d then interpret without delay. behind the sickness and the one who is
It was a normal occurrence for the boisterous and afflicted…”
unrefined Smith to loudly condemn illnesses with
which he was praying out of people, or to sharply His “Ever Increasing Faith” (1924) is a
rebuke those in attendance who he believed
necessary addition to any Christian library.
were abusing the gifts of the Spirit. In other
instances, Wigglesworth would encourage the
formerly sick to run down the aisles of the church
to “show” that they believed they were healed.

GEORGE FOX

ENGLISH REFORMER & FOUNDER OF QUAKERISM | 1624-1691
George Fox was an accomplished prophet whose
stand against dry religion, hypocrisy, and societal
decay in his native England cannot be
underestimated. Fox, even as a youth, was cut
from a different cloth than most other people. His
contemplative and discerning attitude postured
him as a “loner,” one not satisfied with the status
quo of English society. This fact would help form
his life’s work, not as a rebel, but as a great
exhorter of a society that had strayed from the
standard of Christ. There are many “firsts” that
can be associated with Fox. He was among the
very first to denounce slavery and encourage
women in ministry, he was among the first to
understand and put into practice what we call
“spiritual warfare,” and most importantly, he was
the first to fully combine the truth of the scripture
with the activity of the Holy Spirit in practice. His
revelations, which were wholly God-taught and
Holy Spirit inspired, were so revolutionary to a
religiously stale country, that they were literally
news to most everyone! Rather than a proper
education and a well-respected position, Fox
preferred the “wilderness.” Here, travelling by
himself across the rolling hills of central England,
Fox was discipled by the Holy Spirit, much like
John the Baptist.

Fox’s frustration with the Godless English
culture and hypocritical clergy emboldened
him to speak up, which he did. His no holds
barred rebuke of the Godless systems that
characterized England’s downfall landed
him in prison over 100 times in his life. Yet,
persecution, just as much as true converts,
excited Fox. I can’t help but think of 2nd Cor.
4:8 – “We are hard pressed on every side,
but not crushed; perplexed, but not in
despair; 9 persecuted, but not abandoned;
struck down, but not destroyed.” This was Fox
and his Quaker friends during the time of his
ministry: often misunderstood, despised, and
persecuted… yet they prevailed.
George Fox’s endurance of faith,
attentiveness to the Holy Spirit, and
obedience to the Word of God was a great
assistant to the European reforming church.

BILLY GRAHAM

AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1918-2018
To those of us living and reading this post, Billy
Graham needs no introduction. Until recently, his
preaching was still affecting many, and his
written works and recordings still are. Graham’s
robust voice, southern charm, and sincerity of
speech are all unmistakable traits of this giant of
the faith who passed just the other year; but it
was his heart of gold that enthralled fans,
Christians, and sinners alike, and was richly
blessed by God.
It took Billy Graham well into his teens to realize
his need for a savior, but when that realization
came, and when it was blended with his natural
gifts and his increasing study and understanding
of the Bible, the Gospel of Jesus gained an
indispensable herald. This mixture of talent,
passion, and humility soon received a knockout
punch: The Holy Spirit. While touring overseas
early in his evangelistic career he was filled with
the Spirit. A pastor recorded the change in Billy:
“…something has happened to Billy Graham, the
world is going to hear from this man. He is going
to make his mark on history.”

This statement proved prophetic as Billy’s
tours and crusades would gain steam and
never lose it. While still quite young he would
preach in front of 50k at Boston Common,
just like Whitefield had, but with more
spectators! His crusades drew so many
hungry people that the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association was soon created to
field all of the necessary scheduling,
offerings, expenses, and testimonies.
Christianity Today Magazine and “The Hour
of Decision Radio Station,” followed for the
early thirty’s preacher.
Graham’s six-decade span of powerful
ministry has been marked by several key
factors. He was a man who didn’t pretend to
be a theologian or an intellectual, he was
instead himself – He was not a “charismatic,”
but certainly was never anti-charismatic –
He stressed a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ – He was a trusted confidant for
Presidents and other political figures (while
not becoming partisan or political) – He
loved unity of faith and painstakingly sought
it.

EVAN ROBERTS

WELSH REVIVALIST | 1878-1951
The early 1900’s was an exciting time for the
cause of Christianity. Revivals and great moves of
God were breaking out in various places. The
Midwest United States, Azusa St. (Los Angeles,
CA), China, Korea, South Africa, and England. But
it all started in a small mining town in Wales with
a young man named Evan Roberts.

Roberts’ time as a young college student,
and even before as a teenage mine hand,
was governed by prayer & Bible reading.
Roberts dreamt of revival and would travail
in prayer for hours upon hours to see it come
to his community. God so fascinated him that
it was difficult for his mother to call him to
the dinner table, as it was his attitude that
Pound for pound, the Welsh Revival of 1904, all be prayer was more important than food.
it short-lived, and with all things considered, has Writing to his brother shortly before the
likely been the most influential and instrumental
revival took off, Roberts urged “you must put
“moment” for the church in the last 200 plus
yourself entirely at the Holy Spirit’s disposal.”
years. It’s estimated that in Wales alone as many Roberts’ preaching centered on the
250,000 people were saved. Within a span of 8 confession of sin, the removal of unbelief, the
months at the height of the outpouring, 150,000
baptism of the Holy Spirit, and the public
people applied for church membership. The
confession of Jesus. His preaching attracted
community was affected too. Pubs emptied,
thousands of eager and hungry people, even
sporting events were lightly attended, and even
the roughest of characters. Sadly, Roberts’
the area’s harsh and profane vernacular
ministry was cut extremely short and he
drastically improved! The moral atmosphere of
retired into a depressed, bed-ridden state
an entire region had shifted. Not only that, the
for much of his remaining years. Prayer,
Welsh Revival, which became national and then
however, never became a habit that eluded
global news quite quickly, spread to the areas
him, even in his strange latter years.
aforementioned, inaugurating an incredible
period of revival fire.
“Send the Spirit now, for Jesus Christ’s sake.”
ER

JOHN WYCLIFFE

ENGLISH REFORMER/BIBLE TRANSLATOR | 1324-1384
The European Reformation, quite possibly the
most critical age in Church history, might not
have begun or been carried through without its
bold frontrunner, John Wycliffe. The Oxford
educated scholar was essentially the first to take
on the politically motivated English church, whose
heresies led her to near total control of the social
and political landscape. Wycliffe’s stand, too,
against the authority of the Pope, authenticated
what would become the Protestant Reformation,
sending ripples through all of Europe. These
ripples, taken together, changed the course of
history.
Wycliffe’s most famous work was birthed out of
the simple revelation that the Bible alone was the
foundation for all doctrine. This might seem
obvious to us now (thanks to Wycliffe) but at the
time the Catholic Church had a convoluted and
ill-intended stranglehold on man’s understanding
of Christian teaching.

Wycliffe’s vision was to translate the Bible
from Latin, which was only comprehendible
to priests and the highly educated, to
English, so that the Holy Scriptures could be
accessible to even the lowliest of people. He
himself translated the entire New Testament
to English, and, after his death, his
contemporaries added the Old Testament, a
project that delivered the Holy Bible to the
English-speaking world. In addition, Wycliffe
published several tracts admonishing
erroneous Catholic mainstays like
indulgences, absolution, and confession,
laying the groundwork for medieval
Protestantism.
His followers, some of which became known
as the “Lollards,” influenced future reformers
like Hus and Luther, who carried the flame of
reformation to its completion.
"I profess and claim to be by the grace of
God a sound Christian and while there is
breath in my body I will speak forth and
defend the law of it. I am ready to defend
my convictions even unto death."

GEORGE WISHART

SCOTTISH MARTYR | 1513-1546
Often times the work of the Great Scottish
Reformer, John Knox, overshadows that of his
predecessor, George Wishart. But as we’ve said
before, there would not have been a John Knox
to speak of if it weren’t for Wishart, who was
burnt at the stake at St. Andrews in 1546. Much
less of a portion is given to this man in the history
books that chronicle the sweeping, cleansing
move of God that interrupted Scotland in the
1500’s, but Wishart’s role was as important as any.
Wishart was a man of authority whose sharp
tongue and steady and solid preaching quickly
caught the ire of a company of papal officers in
Scotland at the dawn of its reformation. Several
nefarious plots were drawn up to claim Wishart’s
life, as his message greatly threatened their
corrupt cause, yet each time, as if the Spirit of
God would not allow, he escaped unscathed.
These “near misses” for Wishart’s life were a cause
of great fear for his enemies because it was clear
that God’s hand was preserving his life and
ministry. On one such occasion Wishart rebuked a
swordsman lying in covert, catching his blade
and consequently sending the assassin to the
ground pleading for mercy.

When Wishart’s followers came to, they
immediately had a compulsion for revenge.
Wishart cleared the air: “Whatsoever hurts
him shall hurt me; for he hath done me no
mischief, but much good, by teaching more
heedfulness for the time to come.”
This “time to come,” which Wishart knew of
and even prophesied during the later years
in his life, was the cup of martyrdom that
he’d eventually drink from. Finally, after years
of preaching in Western Scotland and
stewing the pot of Scottish revival, he was
apprehended by a Cardinal Beaton. The
events leading up to his death are among
the most incredible moments that I’ve ever
read about (you can read more by following
the link in our bio). In the most excruciating
situation one could think of, Wishart not only
persevered, he rather captivated a
gathering crowd with the Gospel before his
death. Little did anyone know that a one
John Knox looked on; and thus, the Scottish
reformation was born.

MARTIN LUTHER

GERMAN REFORMER/ THEOLOGIAN | 1483-1546
In 1415, some 100 years before Luther would make
church history with his 95 theses, Bohemian
reformer and martyr, Jan Hus, would utter this
prophetic statement before being overtaken by
flames under the Duke of Bavaria… “you are now
going to burn a goose, but in a century you will
have a swan which you can neither roast nor
boil.” This swan, (Luther was often referred to as a
swan) in accordance with Hus’ prophecy, was not
killed or stopped from making a dramatic impact
on the Protestant Reformation, and impact he
had.
Luther was a lover of the Word of God and the
Medieval era’s most formidable opponent of the
religious spirit and the power-hungry Catholic
regime. As church historian Roberts Liardon put it:
“turning Luther loose with the Bible was the
Catholic Church’s greatest mistake.” Luther, who
began his ministry “career” as an Augustinian
Monk, quickly became disheartened with the
organization, power, and extra-biblical positions
of that of Pope Leo X and the Catholic Church.

This became increasingly clear as he pored
over the Bible and his chief complaints
became theological ones. Luther penned his
famous 95 Theses in 1517, calling out
Catholic errors like indulgences, church
treasuries, and other abuses of power.
Primarily though, Luther provided the
Protestant church with a glimpse of God’s
grace and love. The subjugated church had
long been beaten down by a wrathful,
judgmental, works-obsessed God. Luther
delivered a picture of God’s grace through
the loving savior, Jesus, and a renewed
understanding of faith in relation to
justification and salvation.
Luther would write several other reformation
classics, including “To the Christian Nobility
of the German Nation,” and “On the
Freedom of a Christian.” He would also write
hymns, like the famous “A Mighty Fortress is
our God,” and translate the Bible into the
German tongue. Luther died at 62 and is
buried at Castle Church in Wittenberg,
where he nailed his 95 theses to the church
door more than 500 years ago.

CHRIS TOMLIN

AMERICAN WORSHIP ARTIST | 1972-PRESENT

Texas native, Chris Tomlin, makes our list of
saints for his contribution to modern
contemporary Christian music. What’s so
evident about Chris’ worship, other than
the quality, musicianship, and popularity, is
its focus on God. That might sound obvious,
but with a lot of Christian music today
focused on the worshipper instead of the
One who is worthy of worship, Tomlin has
done a great deal to point the church
back to ‘the heart of worship.’

Further, Chris’ leadership and influence
has produced an entire worship
movement, recognized simply as
“Passion,” which has raised up other
notable voices of worship.
Chris, along with his friend and
ministry partner, Louie Giglio, also
founded Passion Conferences and the
Passion network of churches. The
simple mission of this movement is
taken from Isaiah 26:8; “Yes, Lord,
walking the way of Your truth we
Chris’ 32 GMA Dove nominations and 24
await You, for Your name and Your
Dove Award wins are unequaled in recent renown are the desire of our hearts.”
years, and his three Billboard nominations The beautiful thing about this “saint” is
(two wins) and nine Grammy nods (one
that we’ll probably have him for many
win) speak to his excellence in the field of years to come!
worship music. His 10 albums in total
include prominent anthems like “Our God,”
“Whom Shall I Fear,” “Holy is the Lord,”
“Amazing Grace/My Chains are Gone,” &
“Love Ran Red,” among others.

LOREN CUNNINGHAM

AMERICAN MISSIONARY | 1936-PRESENT

While traveling with a gospel music group in the
Bahamas at the age of 20, a young Pentecostal
named Loren Cunningham received a vision that
would change the missional landscape of the
world. He saw a grand picture of waves crashing
on the shorelines of all of the continents on the
earth. At second glance, the “waves” in the vision
were actually young people carrying the message
of the Gospel to each and every location in the
world.
The vision was symbolic of a movement that would
send young people of all Christian denominations
abroad to share the love of Jesus. This is how Youth
with a Mission (YWAM) was born in 1960. It began
with a pair of men visiting Liberia to construct a
road through the jungle to reach a leper colony…
now it’s the largest mission organization in the
world, with a presence in 180 countries, with over
1,100 ministry bases, and more than 18,000 fulltime missionaries.

To “know God and to make Him known”
became YWAM’s mantra as it has
continued to send missionaries to the far
reaches of the globe, while giving them
necessary biblical training, for the past
several decades. The strategy behind
YWAM’s sending of Godly emissaries, and
their specialized discipleship training
curriculum came from yet another
Cunningham vision, ‘The Seven Mountain
Prophecy,‘ which was amazingly shown to
Campus Crusade for Christ’s (CRU) leader,
Bill Bright, simultaneously. The prophecy
holds that culture is comprised of seven
spheres of influence which stand as
strategic territory for the Gospel. These
spheres, six of which are actually outside
of the church, can be influenced and
transformed by God through people in
those arenas. This strategy has been a
guiding principle for Christians since who
are serious about societal transformation.
Cunningham and his wife Darlene still
travel to preach the Gospel, speak at
conferences, and encourage the church.

FANNY CROSBY

AMERICAN POET, HYMN WRITER | 1820-1915

Fanny Crosby’s legacy is nothing shy of
amazing, producing some 9,000 hymns in her
lifetime, all while being completely blind. Her
perspective about her lack of sight was
perhaps even more impressive. Once a
sympathetic preacher lamented about her
condition, and Fanny responded: “Do you
know that if at birth I had been able to make
one petition, it would have been that I was
born blind? Because when I get to heaven, the
first face that shall ever gladden my sight will
be that of my Savior.”

She once wrote the lyrics to one of her hymns
in mere moments, only by hearing a piano
melody played by a friend. The musician
friend was on his way to a conference where
he was to perform this hymn and was late for
his train. The hymn she scribbled down was
the famous, “Safe in the Arms of Jesus.” Many
of her works were used by Dwight Moody and
Ira Sankey in their successful Midwest revival
campaigns.

Crosby, through her powerful poetry and
God-revering hymns had the ear of
Fanny wrote such popular hymns as “Blessed
congressmen and sitting presidents, and she
Assurance,” “To God Be the Glory,” and “Pass
forged close relationships with some of the
Me Not, O Gentle Savior.” In the prime of her greatest decision makers in the land. Some of
hymn writing she would write as many as seven her works were even somewhat political, like
hymns per day. Her much sought-after hymns
her poems and songs supporting the
were so numerous she had to compose them
abolitionist cause.
using many pseudonyms, as to not overwhelm
the hymnal books of the day with Crosby tunes. Even in her later years, Crosby wrote still
more hymns and ministered in urban mission
centers, giving much of her money and herself
to America’s urban poor. She lived to 95.

LEONARD RAVENHILL

ENGLISH PROPHET & PREACHER | 1907-1994
If ever there was a prophetic voice that came
at such a crucial hour to call the western
church back to a posture of righteousness and
prayer, it was Leonard Ravenhill. His voice
throughout the church in England and America
in the 20th century was clear, convicting, and
it did not mince words. His passionate plea for
believers to strive for a fully developed, yet
ever increasing prayer life was his
predominant life’s message, and it affected
countless lives and congregations.

Ravenhill traveled and heralded this
message, challenging Christian
audiences into his 80’s.

Ravenhill had a way of exhorting the
atrophied western church and its impotent
view of evangelism as to not discourage, but
rather enliven them and spur them on. His
matter-of-fact assessment of a body that had
lost its way and traded real fruit and powerful
encounters for cheap substitutes demanded
repentance and authentic transformation. His
careful study of church history equipped him to
often times compare the modern church with
its heroes of old in his sermons, convicting his
audiences greatly and pointing them to seek
the face of God and forfeit their
comfortability and programs. And so

“The early church was married to
poverty, prisons and persecutions.
Today, the church is married to
prosperity, personality, and
popularity.”

His “Why Revival Tarries” is the modern
blueprint for a sustainable and
authentic move of God which
permeates culture, and, as Ravenhill
would insist, it was not truly revival
unless it changed the moral
atmosphere of a region.

WILLIAM TYNDALE

ENGLISH REFORMER & MARTYR | 1494-1536
William Tyndale, the famous Protestant reformer
and Bible translator, carried and continued the
fiery torch of reformation in 16th century Europe.
He was the “guardian” of scripture and true
doctrine at a critical time of church history.
Tyndale, an extremely intelligent scholastic,
regarded the cause of all “mischief” in the
medieval church to be that the scriptures were
hidden from the commoner’s eyes, and thus the
clergy had practiced unchecked idolatry and
phariseeism. He put his gift for linguistics and
extensive education to work to address this
grievance.
He compiled and published his ‘Matthew Bible’
(with the help of his colleague John Rogers) which
was the first Bible translation to consider both the
original Greek and Hebrew texts, and the first
translation to benefit from the proliferating power
of the printing press. This version was instrumental
in the creation of the King James Bible, published
some 74 years later.

A tertiary Tyndale work (at least compared to
translating the Bible), a pamphlet titled “The
Obedience of a Christian Man,’ was the
theological ammunition that King Henry VII
needed to split with the Catholic church. This
schism gave way to the formation of the Church
of England.
Through all of his often times unpopular work,
Tyndale had been greatly persecuted. This came
to a head in 1536 when he was seized in
Belgium and scheduled for execution for his
“heresies.” Awaiting his death, records show that
he converted the Jailer and his family. He was
burned at the stake at Vilvoorde, uttering a final
prayer as he expired, that God might “open the
King of England’s eyes.” Four years later, several
English translations of the Bible, all based on
Tyndale’s work, were published and
disseminated across England.
In a letter to companion John Frith concerning
his translation projects, he humbly wrote: I call
God to record against the day we shall appear
before our Lord Jesus, that I never altered one
syllable of God’s Word against my conscience,
nor would do this day, if all that is in the earth,
whether it be honor, pleasure, or riches, might be
given me.”

JOHN KNOX

SCOTTISH REFORMER & REVIVALIST | 1513-1572
If ever there was a prophet, other than John the
Baptist, who epitomized Elijah of the Old
Testament it was John Knox. Knox’s bold persona
and sharp tongue has not helped his reputation
among scholars, as they’ve often mischaracterized
him and/or his role in Europe’s mid-centuries
reform. The truth is, after objectively studying his
life’s work, it’s clear his role in European reform
was great, and I don’t believe he’d care about the
negative press contrived against him! Knox was an
imposing figure who would not back down from
injustice, and his clashes with Europe’s ruthless and
anti-protestant rulers would prove this fact.

This boldness landed him, rather abruptly, in
the French galleys as a slave, then in
perpetual exile for much of his adult life.

He spent seasons in Switzerland, France,
and Germany over the next many years,
encouraging churches there and arousing
the cause of Protestantism back home and
in England with his pen. Here his feud with
‘Bloody Mary’ of England came to a head.
His “1st Blast of the Trumpet…” solidified
protestant opposition to tyrannical Roman
Catholic rule and rallied support across
After learning and becoming accustomed to
Europe for reform. In these sometimes
the Bible and church community (for a time
solitary and trying years, he uttered the
Knox was a Catholic clergyman), he received famous prayer “give me Scotland, or I die.”
two great revelations that changed the course Scotland was his, or God’s, as was Europe as
of his life and ministry. 1. If it’s written within the a result of this “sword bearer” of reform.
Bible, then it’s true, and 2. Character trumps
pomp and popularity. These two truths
matured in young Knox’s heart and the
Catholic “system” of ritualism and ceremony
became increasingly distasteful to him. He
soon began preaching Protestant doctrine,
denouncing Catholic wrongs, and “sparing no
arrows” to expose and discredit what he
believed embodied the spirit of the antiChrist.

BLANDINA

FRENCH MARTYR | 162 A.D-177 A.D
Among the most steadfast and valiant martyrs of
the early church were those of Gaul in the 2nd and
3rd centuries. Treacherous anti-Christian sentiment
was projected from Rome’s leaders onto
practicing Christians across the Empire, especially
in present-day France. Christians in Gaul were
looted, mistreated, and much worse: tortured and
put to death. One such story of heroism comes
from the city of Lyon in the late 2nd century.

Under the rule of Marcus Aurelius, swaths of
Anti-Christian pagan brutes had been
drumming up false accusations against
Christians in order that their bloodlust might
be satisfied. These savage aggressors met an
unlikely match in a small, physically
handicapped, young maidservant named
Blandina. Under the utmost pressure, physical
torment, and unrelenting evil, she would not
fold at the behest of the mob. A personal
account described the amazing steadfastness
she showed, “Blandina was filled with such
power as to be delivered and raised above
those who were torturing her by turns from
morning till evening in every manner, so that
they acknowledged they were conquered,
and could do nothing more to her.

And they were astonished at her endurance,
as her entire body was mangled and
broken…” Blandina would survive this torture
and several trips to the amphitheater, where
hordes of beasts would either not touch her
or could not kill her. Eventually, she
succumbed to the sword, but not before
causing great embarrassment among the
persecutors and emboldening fellow
Christian victims standing by.
Persecutions and executions continued in
Gaul after Blandina’s heroic death.
Ireanaeus and Fabian would fall by the
sword decades later, and Perpetua &
Felicity not long after. These unjust deaths
would not and could not stop the spread of
Christianity and the devoutness of its
followers. These deceived persecuting
actors suit Jesus’ prophecy in John 16:2,
“They will put you out of the synagogue; in
fact, the time is coming when anyone who
kills you will think they are offering a service
to God.”

HENRY MARTYN

ENGLISH MISSIONARY | 1781-1812
Henry Martyn was a missionary and Bible
translator to India & Persia (the area constituting
present-day Pakistan, Iraq & Iran) whose life was
tragically cut short by tuberculosis at 31. Martyn
was a first-rate student with sharp intellect, having
graduated from Cambridge at the head of his
class in the discipline of mathematics. His skill with
language, too, proved to be an asset to the
spread of the Gospel in the Middle East. Realizing
that the profiteering East India Company had an
interest to keep missionaries to their coveted
Middle Eastern trade routes at a minimum, Martyn
enrolled as a chaplain for the company,
galvanizing a spot to do God’s will there.

Here he began his very meticulous work of
translating the New Testament and the English
Common Book of Prayer into Hindustani, a
widely used dialect of Northwestern India. His
next translation project came in his later years
and months, translating the New Testament
and the Book of Psalms into Persian. Writing in
his journal at the outset of his final year,
Martyn described the urgency of his
undertaking before God: “To all appearance
the present year will be more perilous than
any I have seen, but if I live to complete the
Persian New Testament, my life after that will
be of less importance.

But whether life or death be mine, may
Christ be magnified in me. If he has work for
me to do, I cannot die.” 1st January, 1812
In his last recorded journal entry, just ten
days before his death, Martyn’s mood was
not solemn but rather expectant: “…I sat in
the orchard, and thought with sweet comfort
and peace, of my God; in solitude my
company, my friend, and comforter. Oh!
when shall time give place to eternity?
When shall appear that new heaven and
new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness?
There, there shall in no wise enter in
anything that defiles: none of that
wickedness which has made men worse than
wild beasts, none of those corruptions which
add still more to the miseries of mortality,
shall he seen or heard of any more.” Jan. 1st,
1812.
In total, Martyn spent only six years in India
yet accomplished so much in that short
window of time.

WILLIAM WILBERFORCE

ENGLISH POLITICIAN/ABOLITIONIST | 1780-1825
Among the ghastliest wrongs of recent history
is that of slavery, which exists in many forms.
Slavery, for the purpose of physical labor, had
still permeated the western world into the
1800’s and had become so entrenched in
economies and cultures that even the rising
sentiment of abolition had a grueling and
tumultuous road ahead to victory. The cause of
abolition had a devoted, tenacious, and
relentless forerunner in William Wilberforce.
Wilberforce was a wealthy nobleman who had
been elected to the British parliament in 1780,
and who, by most accounts, owned a good
record and had a sound conscience. In 1786,
however, Wilberforce encountered God in
such a way that changed his thinking, and
certainly empowered him with an important
calling that he refused to ignore: to abolish
slavery in England. He recounted the time in
this way: “God Almighty has set before me two
Great Objects: the suppression of the Slave
Trade and the Reformation of Manners.”

Wilberforce got to work around 1789, but
found out almost immediately that he wasn’t
just fighting against the morality of slavery,
he was fighting against greed, bigotry, and
deep seeded tradition. He was villainized
by pro-slavery interest groups and his antislavery legislation was met with harsh
opposition. Wilberforce drafted abolitionist
bills, advocated for them, and lobbied their
cause to no avail eight separate times from
1791-1805. Finally, in 1807, battling
depression, chronic illness, and political
unrest and divisiveness, he championed the
law that abolished slavery in the British
Empire.
This accomplishment in Great Britain was
huge, but it was bigger than Great Britain.
Wilberforce’s perseverance and gutsiness
set the tone and the precedent for other
nations to abolish slavery in the coming
years. Wilberforce’s story is yet another
example of a person who said 1. here I am
Lord, 2. use me, whatever the cost.

SAMSON OPPONG

GHANAN PROPHET/REVIVALIST | 1884-1960
Kwame Oppong, or Samson, as he would later
call himself, has a truly remarkable story. He
was born into slavery in present day Ghana,
and after being freed by way of a national
edict stumbled into the practice, or the
“profession,” of sorcery. He made a good
living practicing magic and operating in
“healing powers” until he had a vision from
God that turned his world upside down.
Oppong had been hired to kill a man, when
upon stalking his prey he received a vision; he
lay transfixed for days. What occurred in this
vision? His journal tells us:
I was looking… when suddenly I heard voices
behind me: ‘stand up’, they said. Two men were
standing there. I stood up and suddenly I found
myself in a large town with many Europeans.
They were all hurrying towards a large square,
and so was I. There I saw all my magic amulets
and medicines heaped up in a huge pile,
together with all the sheep and chickens I had
acquired unlawfully by my magic.

A big glorious-looking man came towards me
and said: “I am the God of Moses, who freed
you from prison in the Ivory Coast. Why are you
still living in sin? Go, I am sending you… Take
up my cross and preach about it to all the
world.” “I can’t speak English, I can’t read. How
can I preach?” “I shall go with you.”
Immediately after “coming to” Oppong
destroyed all of his magic gadgets and began
preaching the Gospel. He did so with power,
authority, and the ability to captivate large
audiences. Some accounts say that Oppong’s
fiery messages, which urged his native Ashanti
crowds to repent were the cause of as many as
110,000 coming to the Lord, 60,000 of which
continued in the faith. Many would come to
hear Oppong preach one of his 12 daily
messages, burn their worthless fetishes and
magic amulets, and fall at the base of the
wooden crucifix that he carried, ultimately
trading their idols for Jesus. Amazingly,
Oppong, who was not formally educated,
claimed that while in jail for rebuking a witch,
he received the ability to read the entire Bible
from a flat stone, supernaturally.

ORAL ROBERTS

AMERICAN HEALING EVANGELIST | 1918-2009
Oral Roberts was born into the humblest of
circumstances. His dirt-poor upbringing in
dusty and depressed Ada, Oklahoma is not like
many of the other saints on our list with
aristocratic roots. Poverty wouldn’t stop this
man of God, though, whose faith for miracles
and divine healing propelled a new wave of
the “holiness movement” in the 1900’s.
Roberts’ journey began, ironically, with a
terminal diagnosis: tuberculosis in both lungs
at the age of 17. It’s apparent that the enemy
tries to take us out in the very area that we’re
called to make a difference. Such was the
case with young Oral’s disease, which kept him
bed-ridden for more than six months. The only
thing that could save Roberts was God’s
miraculous healing power, which indeed did
save him at a local tent meeting in ’35.
Roberts remembered a directive from God
after being miraculously restored to good
health “Son, I am going to heal you, and you
are to take my healing power to your
generation.”

What Oral received that day he, in turn, gave
away for the next several decades. Not long
after being healed he began preaching at
camp meetings, tent meeting events, and later
at stadium crusades as a part of the
Pentecostal holiness church. His focus, naturally,
was the word of God, but also the fire of the
Holy Spirit. He urged young people to be
baptized in the Spirit, for the world ached for
spirit-filled men and women.
In addition to a long ministry rife with amazing
miracles and healing testimonies, Oral obeyed
two more specific promptings from the Lord
throughout the rest of his life. 1. Take the Word
of God & the power of the Holy Spirit to
Hollywood & 2. Build a University that makes
God famous. This first act came in the form of
televised crusades. It was taboo at the time to
use the medium of TV to preach the Gospel, but
Roberts paved the way for many to follow
through his “televangelism” ministry, which he
began in 1954. This second great cause was
the founding of Oral Roberts University,
perhaps the most prestigious and mission-true
Christian college today in America.

AIMEE SEMPLE
MCPHERSON

CANADIAN AMERICAN EVANGELIST | 1890-1944
Aimee Semple McPherson’s story is an odd
one, with twists and turns that invoke more
questions than they provide answers, however,
this cultural phenomenon of the early 1900’s
was able to point many to God and
demonstrate His power like few others. The
nature of Semple McPherson’s fame was very
uncommon among evangelists of modern
history, a fact that both complicated her life
and ministry, yet popularized Pentecostalism
and opened inroads to new believers. A
journalist summed her enchantment up this
way, "Never did I hear such language from a
human being. Without one moment's
intermission, she would talk from an hour to an
hour and a half, holding her audience
spellbound."
Semple McPherson was inducted into
Pentecostalism at a meeting hosted by her
first husband, Robert Semple, (who died
young) where she was both converted to
Christianity and baptized in the Holy Spirit.

Her anointing and skill in front of crowds,
coupled with her unflinching faith, catapulted an
interesting career based in the hustle, bustle, and
glamor of Los Angeles, although she did travel
extensively as an itinerant evangelist. She would
primarily build a reputation as one who had the
faith to heal the sick. Her “stretcher days”
became well known as days specifically marked
for the sick to come and be healed. In LA, she
erected the Angelus Temple in 1923, which held
5,300 spectators at the time, to catch up to her
fame and properly house the growing
Pentecostal movement in the area. This would
formally be the start of the Foursquare Church
which enjoys a global membership of 9 Million
today and 76,000 churches.
The Depression era brought McPherson and the
Angelus Temple an opportunity to meet physical
needs as well as spiritual ones for those in the
community. They did this by providing food,
clothes, and other necessities with no questions
asked. Her later years were dotted with public
skepticism, unfounded accusations, strange
goings on, and an untimely death. Her legacy
lives on, however, as a true and dedicated
woman of God.

TITUS COAN

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO THE SANDWHICH ISLANDS | 1801-1881
One of the more concealed revivals in modern
history has been that which was experienced
on the Hawaiian Islands in the mid 1800’s. This
rich move of God transformed a chain of
islands steeped in revelry and ritual into a
land of righteousness, thanks to much prayer,
years of faithful planting and watering, and
the actions of revivalist missionaries like Titus
Coan.
Coan, from Killingworth Connecticut, had
been groomed in the trappings of revival
before setting sail for the tropical Sandwich
Islands. He experienced and participated in
elements of the 2nd Great Awakening in New
England, and even labored alongside famous
revivalist Charles G. Finney. After a short
missionary stint in Chile, Coan, and his wife
Fidelia, came into port at Honolulu and would
minister there for the next 40 some years. He
joined Hiram Bingham and David Lyman in the
task of preaching the Gospel to Hawaiian
natives.

It didn’t take long to start seeing the fruit of
their intense and persistent prayer for a move
of God. As the primary preacher, Coan
preached the Word of God boldly, and as the
Spirit joined with the spoken Word, hearts were
touched. By 1837, Coan described the
excitement of the presence of God on the
island this way, “I could not move out of doors,
in any direction, without being thronged by
people from all sides, who could find no other
opportunity to converse with me about Christ.”
During this outpouring, Coan would preach 43
messages in just eight days, and the little
congregation at Hilo would grow from 23
members to 10,000 by 1838.
Further, the faculties of the Island’s habits and
culture changed. The production of rum
ceased, prostitution and polygamy were
greatly reduced, and a great piety and fear of
the Lord swept the area. In 1840, King
Kamehameha II infused his newfound faith in
the Island’s first constitution. An early
governmental motto became “The life of the
land is perpetrated in righteousness.”

NATE SAINT

MARTYR & MISSIONARY TO THE AUCAN PEOPLE | 1923-1956
Years later, Waorani eyewitnesses described
an amazing event after having fatally
attacked Saint’s party. A vivid, bright light
shone, and figures like angels rested on the
treetops, singing and celebrating. This miracle
shook the Waorani and perhaps created an
open door for Saint’s successors. These
“successors” were the relatives of those killed,
including Nate’s son, Steve, who did not give up
on the Waorani, despite having lost their dads!
Eventually, they gained influence, shared the
The Waorani people, a remote and militant
Gospel, and the seeds that Nate and his group
tribe from the dense Ecuadorian rainforest, had sowed, even in death, were reaped many-fold.
not heard of Jesus before a quartet of men,
Remarkably, Steve was baptized by the very
knowing full well the risk of such a visit, came to tribesman, Mincaye, who killed his father.
them in 1955. Saint, an aviator and missionary
who felt called to carry the message of Jesus to The documentary, “Beyond Gates of Splendor,”
this tribe, led the team. After much prayer,
and the motion picture, “End of the Spear,”
study, planning, and anticipation, ‘Operation
chronicle Saint, his missionary party, and the
Auca’ touched down for the first and only time
Huaorani people. The single “No Greater
in Waorani territory.
Love,” by Steven Curtis Chapman, is a musical
Their first contact with the natives was
tribute to Saint and his team.
encouraging, as Saint and his group were able
to give gifts to the unsuspecting natives without
provocation. Their second contact, however, in
January of 1956, was fatal for Saint and his
friends and ministry partners Jim Elliot, Ed
McCully, and Pete Fleming.
“And this gospel of the kingdom will be
preached in all the world as a witness to all the
nations, and then the end will come.” Matthew
24:14. For this verse to come to fruition, I’ve
often wondered how and by whom this gospel
might reach the isolated, remote, and hostile
tribes of all the earth. Fearless people like
Nate Saint are the answer to this question and
the reason why this prophetic statement will
prove true.

GEORGE WHITEFIELD

ENGLISH REVIVALIST & EVANGELIST TO AMERICA | 1714-1770
George Whitefield is quite possibly the most
famous (and anointed) preacher to ever set foot
on American soil. His popularity, fervor, and
effectiveness at pointing individuals and huge
crowds alike to Jesus may not be matched in
Church history. His talented, theatrical preaching,
coupled with a powerful anointing from God,
captured enormous audiences, often times totaling
in the several tens of thousands (once to an
estimated 80,000 in Mayfair, London). He, along
with the Wesley’s, coined the phrase and technique
of “open air” preaching, which they were
relegated to as they were disinvited to near all
British churches on account of their boldness and
method.
After setting London and the English country side
ablaze with the fires of revival, George set off to
make God famous in the American colonies. Here
he became as instrumental as anyone else at
cultivating and catalyzing America’s First Great
Awakening. His messages of mercy and forgiveness
complemented very nicely the convicting
messages of repentance and wrath preached by
others in New England, resulting in innumerable
conversions and authentic experiences with God.

When Whitefield was to preach in the colonial
countryside, it was normal for shops to close and
farm work to cease, as thousands upon
thousands flocked to hear him. It’s hard to
calculate reliably, but Whitefield’s contribution
to revival in early America was likely the most
important, and the amount of souls that were
won for Christ by way of his ministry was likely
the most numerous. Whitefield died at 55 from
exhaustion, quite literally from preaching too
much. He was advised on countless occasions to
slow his constant travel and ministry, but he
refused. He said of his worsening health, “I would
rather wear out than rust out.”
John Wesley preached at his funeral. Wesley
said of him: “…he was so bright a star in the
firmament of God’s glory, and will stand so near
the throne, that one like me, who am less than
the least, will never a catch a glimpse of him.”

HEIDI BAKER

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO MOZAMBIQUE | 1959-PRESENT
Heidi Baker has often described herself as “just a
little lady in the dirt.” She is that, but her personal
contribution to an entire region in Africa, and her
example of humility and love for the western
church has been invaluable. Heidi and her
husband, Rolland, left their comforts, credentials,
and PhD’s in 1980 for the mission field. They
founded Iris Global that year and eventually
ended up in war-torn, disaster-ravaged
Mozambique, Africa. If there was a glimpse of hell
on earth, it might have been here, the most unlikely
of places to set up a missions operation. But for the
Bakers, who were ruled by faith and not by sight,
this was the place to roll up their sleeves and love
those in front of them, next to them, and behind
them, with reckless abandon.
Iris’ work in Pemba, Mozambique has been
transformational. Heidi’s passion for loving
orphans, the lost, and the destitute has powered its
ministry to people who have next to nothing. And, it
didn’t start with glitzy events or cutting-edge
technology, it came through healing deaf ears!
Among their foundational principles is healing the
sick, and thus the open door to hearing and
believing the Gospel, for many Mozambicans that
have been impacted by Iris, has been signs and
wonders.

They’ve even had multiple people raised from
the dead! (these reports have been verified and
confirmed by independent researchers)
Today, Iris runs schools, orphanages, churches,
and medical clinics, in addition to disaster relief
teams. Mozambique, which used to be very
hostile to Christianity is now predominantly
Christian, thanks to the tireless and love-inspired
efforts of the Bakers and their team. Above all,
Heidi offers a clear sample of what pure love
looks like. Love without boundaries, boxes, or
agendas. Her life is a living testimony of what
happens when you are not your own.

“It is when you become immersed in the love of
the Father that you truly begin to love like
Jesus” HB

KEITH GREEN

AMERICAN WORSHIP ARTIST, PROPHET | 1953-1982
It’s easy to study Keith Green’s life and label it a
tragedy (Green died in a plane crash at just 28),
but there was nothing tragic about Keith’s
homecoming in Heaven. What stands out most
about Green’s conversion to Christianity, his
testimony, and his worship accomplishments and
ministry, is that once he got the revelation of Christ
and the Gospel, he never paused or looked back
for a moment the rest of his life. Keith was a
prophet of the most bold and intense order, but
also an extremely talented and gifted musician
and worship artist.
He began his music career trying to make it in the
SoCal secular music scene, playing in clubs,
meeting with record executives, and waiting for his
big break. Then, after striving, struggling, and
searching, he found Jesus. In an instant it was no
longer about music, but worship. Even then, Keith
cared less about selling worship albums than
getting the word out that Jesus saves. The Green
household in short order became known as the
“Greenhouse,” a place where the homeless and
hungry had shelter, food, and a chance to hear
about Jesus’ work on the cross. He signed with
Sparrow records where he would produce five
worship albums and many popular singles,
including “Oh Lord, You’re Beautiful.”

Green’s sold-out concerts quickly became
Gospel crusades, complete with altar calls and
convicting prophetic messages. In the span of a
half decade when Keith was traveling and
touring, thousands came to Christ either directly
through his concerts, his worship albums, or by
way of his ministry magazine, “The Last Days
Newsletter,” which he made available free of
charge.
In just a few short years of following Jesus Green
left a mark on America’s young people, and his
impact on the Jesus Movement, a revival in the
70’s and 80’s among west coast “hippy” types,
was critical and lasting. In his last few years he
was also a passionate spokesperson for global
missions, and in cooperation with YWAM, spurred
many young people on to fulfill the great
commission.

AMY CARMICHAEL

IRISH MISSIONARY TO INDIA | 1867-1951
Amy Wilson Carmichael possessed an
incomparable love for the people of India,
where she served as a missionary for five
decades. This was a woman who was fully
invested, fully immersed, and completely in
love with the people that she laid down her
life to minister to. On several occasions in her
life she heard the audible voice of God, one
time, in particular, calling her into missionary
service. She never looked back. Since she
began her work in Southern India, she didn’t
return home to Ireland once in her 50 years.
She, like the great Hudson Taylor, lived with
the native people, wore what they wore, ate
what they ate, and thus gained influence
rather quickly.
Amy formed “Starry Cluster” groups in India,
teams of persecuted ex-Hindu women who
travelled the area preaching the Gospel and
sharing the freeing message that religious
ritual could not set one free, but only the
person of Christ. Over time, she established
“Dohnavur,” a hospital and hostel for the sick,
oppressed, and those victims of child
prostitution and trafficking.

This (child trafficking in the name of the
Hindu religion) became a true passion for
Carmichael, whose relentless petitioning
of the government resulted in legislation
that better protected children from this
abuse.
In the twilight of her life, although
hampered by illness and injury,
Carmichael penned dozens of books,
poems and hymns, glorifying the Father
and recording stories and testimonies that
would encourage generations to come.
Her compassion and willingness to ‘go’ are
an example for us all.

“All along, let us remember we are not
asked to understand, but simply to
obey...”

GEORGE JEFFREYS

WELSH REVIVALIST & HEALING EVANGELIST | 1889-1962
The produce of the Welsh Revival of the
early 1900’s, led by Evan Roberts, was
invaluable. Among those products was the
Welsh healing evangelist, George Jeffreys.
In 1910, after being filled with the Holy
Ghost, being physically healed from
chronic facial paralysis, and attending
Bible School, Jeffreys began his passionate
crusade of preaching the Gospel to all
who would listen. Jeffreys’ mission field
became Great Britain, and he traveled to
and from preaching the Gospel, and
miraculous and sometimes almost
unbelievable signs and wonders followed.
Cancers, crippling diseases, and other
incurable ailments were healed as Jeffreys,
his brother Stephen, and what would
become the Elim alliance of ministers and
churches formed and ministered. Elim had
a great unifying affect across the U.K and
Europe and Jeffreys’ evangelistic scope
soon widened as he preached and
conducted crusades in other regions of
Europe with effectiveness.

Many thousands of people were
converted through his ministry and
hundreds of churches were planted.
Of the hundreds planted in the span
of a decade in the 20’s and 30’s,
only two proved to be unsuccessful.
Although a dispute with fellow
leader E.J. Phillips later in his life
about the governing structure of
Elim threatened to tarnish his work,
he continued to preach and
minister to thousands into the
1960’s, leaving a rich legacy
behind.

JOHN MILTON

ENGLISH THINKER & POET | 1608-1674

This famous author and political thinker,
who also happened to be a practicing
Christian, appears on our list not for
evangelizing the lost per se, but for his
unrivaled contribution to modern
systems of free and Godly governance.
His relentless appeal for free speech
and press were the foundation for
America’s founding contracts and the
very basis for the classic republican
democracy that our country was
founded upon. In a time of relative
church/government strife in Britain, he
simultaneously admonished British
church theocracy and sympathized with
the Puritan cause, setting the precedent
for the freedom of religious practice,
and in so doing guided the American
“experiment.”

Milton’s three major literary
works were “Areopagitica,” a
political work which sowed the
seeds for free speech and an
unobstructed press, and his twopart epic poem, “Paradise Lost,”
& “Paradise Regained.” This
series endeavored, in Milton’s
own words, to “justify the ways of
God to men.” He did this through
a saga that captured the drama
of the fall of man in the garden
(Paradise Lost) and then the
victory of Christ in the Gospel
(Paradise Regained). These were
unique in that together they told
the story of biblical history in
prose, ultimately pointing to
Jesus’ victory over the devil and
death. Amazingly, Milton
authored both of these dramas
while totally blind in both eyes.

CHARLES SPURGEON

ENGLISH PREACHER | 1834-1892

Charles Haddon Spurgeon, longtime Pastor of London’s Metropolitan
Tabernacle, holds a position in the annuls of history as one of the most dynamic
preachers of all time. Before turning 20, Spurgeon had preached over 600
times, and during the course of his life he would preach to audiences
numbering over 10,000 countless times. He once addressed an audience of
more than 23,000 with no microphone. His sermons were published and sold by
the thousands each week and translated into dozens of languages. It was
estimated that during his preaching years he had addressed over 10 million
people with the Gospel. Testimonies of people being converted by reading a
single page of a printed sermon or hearing a simple phrase from his message
were common. Spurgeon’s theology was relentlessly Jesus-focused and he
spoke out against such things as slavery and particular heresies that arose in
the Anglican church in his day. Some 100,000 Londoners lined the streets at his
funeral.

“If Christ is not all to you He is nothing to you. He will never go into
partnership as a part Savior of men. If He be something He must be
everything, and if He be not everything He is nothing to you.”

PERPETUA

3RD CENTURY MARTYR | 5TH PERSECUTION UNDER SEVERUS
MARTYED AROUND 205 A.D. IN CARTHAGE

Perpetua, 22 years old with a young child at the time of her
death, along with Felicitas and others, was arrested for being a
Christian and appointed for execution by wild beasts. It was said
that she had a series of visions leading up to her brutal death,
strengthening her to proclaim Christ and take her martyr’s crown.
History records Perpetua’s admirable steadfastness under threat
of death. Because of her young child, her father tried to convince
her to appease the authorities and denounce Christ. She refused
to recant. She was badly injured by a bull in the amphitheater at
Carthage, before dying later at the hands of the executioner.
“The Passion of Saint Perpetua, Saint Felicitas, & her
Companions,” is a famous Christian text memorializing Perpetua’s
boldness.

POLYCARP

BISHOP OF SMYRNA, MARTYR | 4TH PERSECUTION UNDER
MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONIUS

Upon being seized by authorities, Polycarp requested time to
pray, which he did for an hour with such earnestness and intensity
that the guards repented and were converted. Faced with being
burnt at the stake, he was offered a plea deal: “Swear, and I will
release thee --- reproach Christ,” said the Proconsul. Polycarp’s
reply lives in the annuls of Christendom… “eighty and six years
have I served him, and he never once wronged me; how then
shall I blaspheme my King, who has saved me?”
His death was peculiar, even haunting to authorities. Rather than
the flames engulfing him as usual, they rose like an arch around
his body, missing him completely. Panic-stricken, it was ordered
of a guard to pierce him with a sword, which did kill him, but an
impossible seeming amount of blood flowed from his body,
quickly distinguishing the flames. This chain of events struck fear
in the persecutors and emboldened the early church to love their
own lives not unto death.

ADONIRAM JUDSON

AMERICAN MISSIONARY TO BURMA | 1788-1850

Judson was an American Baptist missionary to present day
Myanmar during a period in which it was said that evangelizing
was an impossibility in this predominantly Buddhist region. To add
insult to injury, “switching” religions was punishable by death, so
the Judsons had an uphill battle. He and his wife first set out to
learn the Burmese language and begin translating biblical texts
into the native tongue. He did this with the utmost diligence and
sobriety, often times spending 12 hours per day learning Burmese.
He first published the Gospel of Matthew in Burmese, then later in
his life, he translated and published the entire New Testament,
providing the word of God to thousands of future readers. He’s
credited with being involved in the establishment of over 100
churches, at least 8,000 converts, reaching the Karen tribal
people with the Gospel, and pouring into a country today that
has the third highest number of Baptists in the world, behind India
& the U.S.

RANDY CLARK

AMERICAN HEALING EVANGELIST 1952-PRESENT

Randy Clark is only but a few living saints that find themselves on our
list, and some of you may have been personally or somewhat directly
affected by his ministry. The founder and leader of Global
Awakening, (Mechanicsburg, PA) Randy Clark came into prominence
as the main speaker at the ‘Toronto Blessing’ in 1994, a Holy Spirit
outpouring at the Toronto International Airport. Out of this revival
came ministries such as Bethel Church, Iris Ministries, & more, and it
had sparked other movements of God like the Brownsville and
Lakeland Revivals.
Randy’s simple message that anyone can and should do ministry has
empowered innumerable people to personally minister in power and
love, and his focus on impartation and the Baptism of the Holy Spirit
has touched thousands at conferences and training schools. His
understanding and teaching on the Gifts of the Spirit have greatly
simplified and clarified the power of God in us to many. On a
personal level, our own Brian Connolly was baptized in the Holy Spirit
at a Global Awakening meeting, which, in turn, led to many at Praise
receiving the baptism, teaching on it, and ministering in it.
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